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AESTRACI 

THE STABILITY OF il geological two-layer system composed of a frictional material layer of finite thickness. 
called the overburden, resting on a viscous half-space of lower density is investigated. The salient features 
of this study are a realistic description of the stiffness of the overburden and its state of (in sitzl) prestress. 
and the USC of the viscosity of the substratum to define a characteristic time for the stability analysis. A 
general variational formulation for the linearized. non-selfadjoint stability problem is prcsentcd, followed 
by asymptotic analyses for the cases of large and small perturbation wavelengths and by an analytical 
solution in the absence of gravity. Results obtained by a finite-element method are compared with the 
analytical and asymptotic predictions: they permit the detection of various modes of instability : interface- 
and beam-type modes in the compressive range of deformation. and neck-type modes in the tensile ransc. 
It is found that the system’s stability is not only governed by geometry and density contrast. as expected 
from the conclusions of earlier studies on viscous and viscoelastic models, but is also scnsitivc to the state 
of in .viru stress. A complete parametric study reveals that the overburden material cohesion and work- 
hardening properties have more influence on stability than the friction angle. Furthermore, it is found that 
critical stresses at neutral stability predicted by deformation theory. which is an appropriate model for 
studying the initiation of faulting in rocks. are smaller in magnitude than those obtained by the cor- 
responding flow theory with a smooth yield surface. Implications of this work for the interpretation 
of various laboratory analogue model experiments pertaining to geological two-layer systems arc also 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A VARIETY OF PROBLEMS leads to the question of the precise conditions under which 
an initially plane interface between two layers of different properties may be desta- 
bilized by layer-parallel stresses, counteracted or aided in their effect by body forces. 
An example that has been of particular interest to geologists and geophysicists has to 
do with density-stratified two-layer systems in a gravitational field [see, for example, 
RAMBERG (1981) and references quoted therein]. Earlier theoretical studies of this 
problem have mostly been concerned with the Rayleigh -Taylor model of two super- 
imposed viscous fluid half-spaces, in which gravity provides the only destabilizing 
force. In the classical stability analysis of this problem (TAYLOR, 1950; CHAN- 

I)RASEKHAR, I96 1 ; DANE& 1964 ; SELIG, 1965) the initial growth of a small interfacial 
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perturbation is considered. Although all wavelengths are found to satisfy the linearized 
perturbation equations, the presence of viscosity implies the existence of a dominant 
wavelength that possesses the fastest growing amplitude and that is therefore expected 
to characterize the evolution of the system. However, an essential limitation of fluid- 
dynamic models of interfacial stability has been their inability to account for the 
effects of layer stiffness and the role of anisotropic and nonhydrostatic states of stress. 
An alternative approach to the problem of surface as well as interfacial instability in 
laterally compressed layered media was pioneered by Biot. who introduced viscoelastic 
constitutive models (BIOT and 0~6. 1965 : Bror, 1966) and who also treated the onset 
of interfacial instability as a bifurcation problem (BIOT, 1963a. b, c: 1965). A similar 
approach was adopted by DORRIS and NIIMAT-NASSER (1980) for a problem with a 
geometry similar to the one considered here: a layer of infinite extent and finite 
thickness resting on a semi-infinite substratum. However. they modelled the materials 
in these two regions as elastic or strain-rate-independent elastoplastic with symmetric 
moduli and disregarded any gradient in in situ stress. 

In a recent paper by TKIANTAWLJJDIS and LEHNER (1993) Biot’s analysis was 
extended by considering the combined effects of gravity and nonhomogeneous states 
of initial stress on the interfacial instability of two half-spaces. In that work the 
stability of interfacial disturbances of arbitrary wavelength is characterized by means 
of a perturbation analysis of the system’s linearized equations of motion. the time 
scale for the system being provided by inertia. The stability problem is formulated as 
a linear (with respect to the square of the stability exponent) eigenvalue problem. 
A perturbation is considered unstable if its amplitude increases with time and is 
characterized by a positive value for the square of the stability exponent; periodic 
perturbations of constant amplitude correspond to a negative value for the square 
of the stability exponent and are considered stable (given that no time-dependent 
dissipation mechanism exists in the model). Finally, perturbations that have a zero 
stability exponent exhibit neutral stability. The corresponding time-independent per- 
turbation modes are shown to be identical to the eigenmodes obtained from a bifur- 
cation analysis of the rate-independent incremental equilibrium equations of the 
system. quantitatively establishing the connection between the bifurcation and stab- 
ility formulations of the problem. 

Being mainly concerned with the extension of the Taylor model to hetero- 
geneously stressed media, TRIANTAI~YLIJDIS and LEHNER (I 993) adopted two simpli- 
fying assumptions that limit the application of their work to the study of realistic 
geological problems. The first assumption, which permitted an analytical solution to 

the problem, was that the top layer, also termed the overburden, could be taken to be 
infinitely thick. The second assumption imposed a major symmetry on the incremental 
moduli of (he overburden. limiting their approach to a rather restrictive class of 
constitutive responses. This constitutive symmetry implied the self-adjoint nature of 
the eigenvaiuc problem associated with the linearized stability calculations, which 
always resulted in real eigenvalues (recall that these eigenvalues coincide with the 
squares of the stability exponents). The incremental response of geomaterials does 
not exhibit such constitutive symmetries on account of the frictional nature of their 
deformation. An immediate consequence of the absence of symmetry is that the 
linearired stability operator is not self-adjoint, which raises the possibility of complex 
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eigenvalues. Moreover, if the characteristic time of the problem is related to inertia, 

all eigenvalues are squares of the stability exponents and thus flutter-type instabilities 
are implied when complex eigenvalues are found. Such instabilities, which have not 

been observed in geological contexts, were mentioned in earlier work by RICE (1976), 
NEEDLEMAN (I 979) and, more recently, by CHAU and RUDNICKI (I 989) and LORET 
and HARIRECHE (1991). 

The present study addresses the two important issues circumvented by TRIANTA- 
FYLLIDIS and LEHNER (1993) by generalizing their approach to allow a finite over- 
burden as well as frictional, cohesive-type constitutive responses. This new geometry 
together with an appropriate description of the irz situ stress gradient in the over- 
burden yields a realistic model relevant to the study of layered geological systems 
and their analogue experiments. Furthermore, the adoption for the first time of a 
frictional, cohesive-type constitutive model for the overburden will permit the 
simultaneous study of the onset of folding and faulting in layered geological systems. 
One of the applications of the present work is the study of the formation and evolution 
of sedimentary basins. 

The paper is organized as follows : Section 2 is devoted to the general formulation 
of the problem. The novel feature here is that the layers’ viscosity and not their inertia 
provides the time scale relevant for stability. The resulting eigenvalue problem is linear 
in terms of the stability exponent with a possibility of flutter instability every time a 
complex eigenvalue with positive real part is found. Finding the stability exponent is 
considerably simplified (and on the conservative side), since the instantaneous elastic 
moduli of the bottom layer are disregarded. In addition, the finite size of the over- 
burden makes it possible to account for the effect of erosion and deposition on the 
top surface of the overburden, which is important for the geological setting of the 
problem. The erosion condition proposed by BIOT and ODB (1965) (named by them 
the “redistribution” condition), is adopted. Owing to the finite thickness of the 
overburden, no analytical solution for the layer stability problem is possible for 
arbitrary thicknesses and in situ stress states. However, one obtains useful asymptotic 
results for the cases of perturbations with long and short wavelengths compared to 
the overburden thickness and these results are presented in Section 3. The same section 
contains the analytical solution that is obtained in the absence of gravity. Results of 
the numerical, analytical and asymptotic calculations for two types of constitutive 
laws for pressure-sensitive elastic-plastic geomaterials, one with a smooth yield surface 
(termed flow-theory model) and another with vertex effects (termed deformation- 
theory model) are presented in Section 4. The main finding, discussed in the final 
section (Section 5), is the sensitivity of the results to the constitutive properties of the 
overburden. Another outcome of the calculations is that the stability exponent is 
always found to be real: a flutter instability is thereby excluded. The concluding 
section also contains a discussion of laboratory experiments designed as analogue 
models of geological two-layer systems and suggestions for future work. 

3 -. MODEL FORMULATION 

The first part of this section is devoted to the formulation of the stability problem 
for a wide class of constitutive models of the overburden. In the second part we choose 
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two specific ~ol~st~t~itive equations for the overburden, namely, those expressing the 
flow and deformation versions of Rudnicki -Rice’s model. The second part also 
includes a description of the in situ stress and the condition of strong ellipticity, whose 
violation signals the onset of faulting and the limit of validity of our stability analysis. 

III considering the linearized stability problem for an overburden of thickness H 
resting atop a semi-infinite substratum, one has to investigate the initial behaviour of 
the system when subjected, at time f = 0. to a perturbation of an inf~~~itesil~~~~ily sma\l 

~l~~~~~]itLlde ;: and arbitrary mode shape about the equilibrium state of interest. The 
stability invest~gat~~~n is based upon the study of the system’s equations of~quilibriuln, 
in tlxir rate form. For reasons explained in the lntroductioll. the inertial terms are 

disregarded. 
In the interest of simplicity. only the plane-strain version of the problem will be 

analyscd here. Material points in the solid arc identified by their reference Cartesian 
coordinates X, in a total Lagrangian formulation or by their current Cartesian coor- 

dinates s, in an updated Lagrangian formulation. Note that s, = X’, + II,, where 14~ are 
the corrc‘sponding components of the displacement vector from the reference to the 
current configuration. An updated Lagrangian description of the equations of motion 
is adopted in which the reference configuration is taken to coincide with the current 
~~~nt~~Liration at time r = 0, thus modclling the onset of the perturbation from the 
prestressed equilibrium state whose stability is under investigation. 

As shown in Fig. I, the reference ~~~n~gur~Ition of the planar interface between 
the finite layer and the hatf-space is taken at .Y? = 0, with gravity acting in the 

____----------- 
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-x2 direction. Material constants associated with the finite Iayer are marked by a 
superscript (;‘) (for “above”), while a superscript (b) (for “below*‘) denotes the material 
constants associated with the semi-infinite substratum. 

The rate form of the equations of equilibrium and of the boundary and interface 
conditions for the system are written as 

II,, = s;~&6,~ ti.Y, El-m, +y=[, x2 = H, Cl) 

where IT+ i’;, 9. s and ~3;~ are respectively the components of the first Piofa-Kirchhoff 
stress tensor, the mass density of the overburden, the acceleration of gravity, a scalar 
that has a value of either 0 or I and the Kronecker delta symbol. Differentiations 
with respect to time and spatial coordinate are denoted by a dot and a comma. 
respectively. The double brackets ‘J jj are defined as the difference between the values 
of the quantity of interest on the two sides of the interface. The first equation (I), is 
the incremental equilibrium satisfied at interior points of the two regions considered. 
The second equation, (l)?, accounts for traction continuity along the material inter- 
face. while the third one. (1)3% expresses the perfect bonding condition at the same 
interface. Finally. the fourth equation. (l)J, accounts for the top surface boundary 
condition at the overburden. The case s = 1 corresponds to an ‘“erosion” or “redis- 
tribution” condition, according to which any asperity in the top surface is either 
eroded away if the vertical incremental displacement is positive or filfed with sediments 
of the same material density if this displacement is negative_ This redistribution 
condition. proposed by BKFT and ODE! (1965). is translated into the mixed boundary 
condition ( If4 by prescribing the normal component of the traction to equal the 
lithostatic pressure of the missing or extra material. Thus, for s = I it is assumed that 
the characteristic time for erosion or deposition is short compared with the relaxation 
time of the viscoelastic material in the half-space. For ,s = 0 the converse is true : the 
characteristic time for erosion or deposition in the overburden is long compared with 
the relaxation time of the viscoelastic material in the half-space, and (I I4 corresponds 
to a traction-free top surface for the overburden. 

The system of equations li) is com~lell~ented by the constitutive equations for the 
two solids : 

I 

Ii,, = .&&,,n VA-$ t-]-co, +a[, VX,E[O, H], 

II,, == &,lii.,, + h,,i,zi,1 v.Y~E]-x.+cc[, vX~E]-CO,O]. (2) 

The overburden is idealized as a rate-independent elastoplastic material. The cor- 

responding incremental moduli &, depend, in general, on a number of material 
parameters, the current stress state and a set of internal variables that need not be 
specified further at this point. Ceomechanicaliy relevant constitutive models will be 
considered expticitly iater in this section. Note, nevertheless, that frictional materials 

will be considered for the overburden and that the mod&i i,,, will not possess the 
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major symmetry : ii-,,;, # I?,,,,, (i.e. th e components of the stress-rate tensor ir, will not 
be derivable from a potential function of the deformation gradient rate pj,). The 
lower half-space is i*alized as a nonlinear viscoelasticRr viscoplastic material with 

incremental moduli I,,,,, and instantaneous viscosities Milk,; these depend in general 
on a number of material parameters, the current stress state and a set of internal 
variables. Specific forms of this incremental response will be given below in this section 
and their physical relevance to the stability investigation at hand will be discussed in 
detail in Section 4. Note again that the only characteristic time of the problem is the 
relaxation time of the material in the substratum. 

Having established the necessary governing equations for the system. we now focus 
attention on the linearized stability analysis of the problem. Consider the system 
studied to be at equilibrium and sustaining a given state of prestress, which is assumed 

to be orthotropic with respect to the coordinate system presented in Fig. 1. The 
question of how such a state of prestress was achieved through geological times is left 
open in this paper. All field quantities for the perturbed system are written as a sum 
of their corresponding unperturbed or fundamental values, which arc time independent 
and marked by the superscript (I’), and a time-dependent perturbation which is 
expanded in a power series with respect to the amplitude i: of the initial perturbation 
or the system at time t = 0. The stress and displacement fields of the perturbed system 
thus take the form 

Ir,(X,. .Y?, t) = EiT,(.Y,, x2, t) + P(&‘). (3) 

Following the standard hypothesis adopted in linearized stability analyses, it is 
assumed that the P(I;‘) terms arc negligible over the time interval of interest and that 
the first-order terms adequately characterize the initial evolution of the system. The 
coeflicients in the system of the linearized equations ofmotion, derived by introducing 
(3) into (I) and (2). are independent of time since the moduli in (2) are functions of 
the time-independent unperturbed state. Consequently, the solutions for the first- 
order perturbation stresses fi ,, and displacements ii, have the following structure : 

fiJ,(.\-,,.~?, I) = exp (i.r) I?,,(.\-,. .Y?) and zi,(.\-,..Y:, t) = exp (i-t) ir,(.\-,..Y,). (4) 

in which the stability exponent i is in general a complex number. The two time- 
independent functions ri,(.\-,, _I-~) and I?,,(.\-,. .Y~) are the sought eigenmodes and theil 
amplitude remains undetermined by this linear ability analysis. Substituting (4) into 
(3) and then introducing the result into the equilibrium and constitutive equations (I) 
and (2). one obtains 

(5) 
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I 
Note that the time-indepenient moduli L,,A,, l,,k,, I&,,,, are fully determined by the 

knowledge of the prestress II,, = ~,, where oil denote the components of the Cauchy 
stress. and the internal variables that are necessary to define the constitutive response 
of the two materials. These variables will be introduced explicitly at a later stage in 
this paper. 

The above system should be complemented by a decay condition for the mode ir, 
away from the interface : 

lim ti, = lim il,., = 0. (6) \,--t L L2. I 

The interpretation of this condition is that the displacement and the strain at great 
depth are not changed by the infinitesimal perturbation of the top layer. 

In the linear approximation, the stability of the system is governed by the real 
part of the parameter 3. which was introduced in (4). Accordingly, if a j_ is found with 
a positive real part the equilibrium state of the system is unstable. Conversely, if all 
solutions of the stability problem require the real part of the parameter j, to be 
negative, the system is said to be stable in the linearized sense, for, according to (4), 

the perturbation then remains bounded. 
The calculation of the stability parameter h is greatly simplified by the additional, 

and physically reasonable. requirements of material orthotropy with respect to the 
adopted coordinate system and of translational invariance of the governing equations 
with respect to the x,-direction. Consequently, since there is no shear prestress 

(i,? = i2, = 0), the normal-to-shear coupling components of the moduli L,,A,. II~,,~, 

entering the constitutive equations (2) are zero : 

L -L 1112 - -L,z,, = L2,,, = L222, = LZl,? = L2,?2 = L,?)2 = 0. IIZI - 

Similar relations hold for the moduli M,,L,. In addition, the problem’s translational 

invariance in s, implies that : d,,/Ju, = dL,,,,/?x, = ?M,,,,/?.r, = 0. The superscript 
(‘), indicating evaluation of field quantities at t = 0, is hereafter omitted as superflu- 
ous, since all moduli and stresses entering the formulation of the linearized stability 
problem are evaluated at t = 0. 

In view of the x,-invariance of the coefficients Lljk, and M,,k, in (5), the Fourier 
transform U,(w,x2) = 9[ti,(.u,,x2);x, --+w], -iU2(o, x2) = 3[ti?(.~,, x2) ; s, + TV] 
is applied to reduce the system (5) to a set of ordinary differential equations. Conse- 

quently, 

(7) 
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are the Fourier-tr~~nsforrne~~ eyuations (5)! and (5),. The Fourier tr~nsform~~tion of 

the interface conditions (5);. the boundary conditions (5), and the decay conditions 
(6) in the substrate yields : 

lim C.‘, = lim C,.;.2 = 0. (8) ,,, i i.* I 

The new variable 5 = .r,H is now introduced for convenience (see Fig. 1). In view 
of the .u&pendence of the coefficients in the eigenvalue problem given by (7) and 
(X), a numerical (i.e. a finite-element) method will be employed for its solution. 

The weak form of (7) and (8). which forms the starting point for the numerical 
calculations, is now obtained by respectively multiplying the first and the second 
diflt‘erential equation in (7) by the arbitrary functions SC’,(<) and SU?(<) and sub- 
sequently integrating by parts in [O. I] while accounting for the interface and boundary 
conditions (8) : 

(9) 

A word ofcaution is in order at this point, since c?~Halways appears in the d~norn~ll~tol- 
of the various terms in (9). The cxx rftH = El. which corresponds to the highly 
restrictive cast of pertLlrb~~ti~~]ls that zre independent of position along the .r,-direc- 
tion. is easily analysed directly from (5) and (6). This particular problem, however, 
is so dcscncratc that it leaves the stability exponent i indeterminate. It will henceforth 
bo assumed. without loss of generality, that cf)H # 0. 
To simplify (9)_ it is desirable to elitninate the derivative of the eigenmode IT, 

evaluated on the substratum side of the intcrfacc. Notice that dL’,;df must be related 
to L’, at the intcrfacc (< = 0 ) by the governing equations for the viscous substratum 
(< < 0). This t-elation can be obtained IIS follows. From the linear governing equations 
f6r l‘, in the half-space (7) and the conditions OF docay for C:, and its gradient L!,: in 
(X),,. one deduces (TKI~NTAFw,~.~~I~ and LEMNI:K. 1993) that the desired cipenmodc 
LrI(l) for the substratum takes the form : 
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U,(e) = i i, exp (:+0HC). < d 0. Re (zz) > 0. (10) 
31= I 

The constants k, and zX satisfy the following linear algebraic system [resulting from 
the substitution of (10) into (S)] : 

,i, C& 2) G, = 0. 

The linear system (I I) has a nontrivial solution for the ;fj if its determinant vanishes, 

a condition that gives zX as the two roots with positive real part of the following 

fourth-order polynomial in r2 : 

Det [Ci,(zs, ;)I = 0. 

We note from the linear system (I I) that? 

(12) 

(‘3) 

Using (IO) again, we relate the components of the eigenmode u, and their derivatives 

at < = 0 to the constants !‘,: 

1 7 

U,(O ) = s f:, (o’E 3 (0 ) = 2 b,;,. 
x= I c x- I 

(14) 

After elimination of these constants. we find the desired relation between the 0; and 
their first derivatives with respect to <. evaluated at < = 0 . to be 

(‘5) 

t The appearance of the same Greek index more than once does not imply summation 
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With these new results, the interf~~i~~l term in the variational statement (9) now takes 
the form : 

(16) 

Note that the stability parameter i enters (16) implicitly at the < = 0 interface 
term in a complicated fashion through the functions zX and yl. as may be seen from 
( IO) ( I?). Solving (I 6) for the stability parameter i_ therefore remains difficult unless 
further ~ill~~lifyil~~ ~1ssLlmptions are made. This is the aim of the remainder of this 
section. 

To begin with, WC disregard the instantaneous stiffness of the substratum, thereby 
idealizing it as an incompressible viscous fluid. This simplification is valid for per- 
turbations that are slow enough as to allow complete relaxation of any nonhydrostatic 
btresses in the substratum. Assuming that the substratum is isotropic and sustains a 

hydrostatic prcstress, the values of the moduli f,,,,\, and /b i,j>i entering the definition 
(7) of N,,,\, are then : 

fb,,, = b (di,,d,,+d,Si,,)+ t. 6ij6,, 

i 1 _ wf k h h h 
in which ,I4 and (Mj< + 2M/3) are the shear and the bulk viscosities of the half-space, 
respectively. Introducing ( 17) into the fourth-order polynomial in z7 (12), we obtain 

1 = 0, (18) 

Hence, the desired roots of (IS) with positive real part are found to be : 
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- -1, 
FVH 

AI - 
z2 = ] +<----- oh + (i(y) (19) 

2(wH)RM 

for { << 1, i.e. for nearly incompressible behaviour of the viscous substratum. 
With this result, and the corresponding expressions for the ;17 defined in (13) in 

terms of the z7, we use (17) to modify the interface terms of the variational formulation 
(I 6). After some rather involved but straightforward algebra, the stability functional 
in the limiting case of < --f 0 for the incompressible isotropic viscous substratum is 
obtained : 

( 

1 dU7 
-L,,22 

oH dt 
- +L,,,,u, dU, 

(20) 

where the definition A = 21/R has been introduced. For simplicity the superscript (“) 

for the incremental moduli L,,l,, is omitted in (20), as it is in the rest of this paper. 
Notice from (20) that the stability problem of a rate-independent layer of finite 

thickness resting on a viscous, isotropic and incompressible infinite substratum has 
been formulated as a linear eigenvalutproblem for the stability exponent Iti. Moreover, 

the fact that the eigenvalue A( = 2/&Q appears only in terms that are evaluated on 
the interface (l = 0) results in an attractively simple method to calculate A (as an 
eigenvalue of a 2 x 2 matrix), as is outlined in Subsection 4. I. 

2.2. Constitutiw i7zock~l, in situ stress ancl umlition cf strong ellipticitj, 

Having established the general variational formulation for the stability of a finite- 
thickness layer resting on an incompressible viscous fluid. we now need to specify the 
constitutive properties of the overburden and the state of prestress existing in the 
system. We also set up the strong ellipticity condition that determines the limit of 
validity of our stability analysis. 

The general structure of the incremental moduli L,,,>, introduced in (2) is 

L ,I/\/ = Ipi,~,-f(a,~6,,+a,,6,~)+1(~,1(5,/-o,i6,/,). (21) 

The incremental moduli L?,,kl relate the Jaumann rate Y,, of the Kirchhoff stress to 
the rate-of-deformation tensor DA, : ?, = Yolik,D1,. The constitutive response of the 
overburden is assumed to be that of a frictional geomaterial model of the type 
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introduced by RUIINC‘KI and R1c.t (1975). Their model. based upon flow theory with 
a smooth yield surface. yields the following expression for the moduli I//,,,,,: 

[G‘(o;,/t) +/,‘K(s,,][G(a;~,$) $_pKS,,,] 
h(r)+G+/$K 

(22) 

where G and K arc, respectively, the elastic shear and bulk moduli of the material, /j 

the dilatancy parameter, 11 the friction coefficient; and cx a scalar that has a value of 0 
or I. Because KY have chosen an isotropic hardening model, the hardening coeflicient 
/I in (22) is related solely to the equivalent shear stress T. The isotropic yield function 

depends on ;I single internal variable that is identified with the accumulated plastic 
strain ;‘I’ and is written as F(rr,,, ;I” ) = r+p,r- /(;,I’) < 0. The equivalent shear stress T 

and lhc cquicalent pressure /I arc related to the stresses (T,, by 

I 2 
Oki. 

T = . P = 3 1 fli, ’ = o,, - ps,,. (23) 

The value of the coefticient Y in (22) depends on the usual loading (F = 0. p = 0 for 
which x = I):unloading (F = 0, p < 0 or F < 0 for which x = 0) conditions. In 
addition, the hardening coefficient /I is related to the radius of the elastic domain in 
stress space f’(;,“) bq 

The function I(;“‘) can be determined from the knowledge of the material’s uniaxial 
stress~ strain curve. Specific choices of uniaxial stress strain curves will be made for 
the subsequent numerical calculations. 

The moduli (32) of the isotropic flow theory imply an unrealistically stifl‘ response 
to sudden changes in the loading path in the plastic domain. This deficiency is the 
reason that the flo\v theory model overpredicts the critical load for the localization of 
deformation. To remedy this shortcoming. RIJIXVIC’KI and RICE (I 975) also proposed 
a dcformntion-theoI-y version of (22) whose incremental moduli are given by : 

p% 
[G”(o:,;T) +/i”K”h,,] [G”(c;~,/T) +pdKd6,,,] 

h”(T)+G”+lId/jdKd 

I I I I 1 
-d CI = G + ,, , ’ 

/i/l I I I 
p = K - (I1 I - Ir) . I?” = I1 I? , ’ 

(35) 

where the hardening coetficient /I is still given by (24) and the secant coeficient /I, is 
given in terms of the accumulated plastic strain ;‘I‘ b) 
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II, = 5 . 
“,P C-W 

The reader interested in the derivations of the deformation and flow-theory moduli 
of Rudnicki-Rice's model is referred to the original work (RLJIINICKI and RICE, 1975). 
The expressions for the incremental moduli in terms of the existing prestress state in 
the overburden and its material constants have been recorded here only for com- 

pleteness of the presentation. 
We now specify the state of prestress in the finite layer (4 E [0, I]) in terms of the 

four parameters P,,, cp. /i , and k 3 : 

(T, ,(;) = o,,cos (q~)+k,;yH(, CT??(;) = ;,qH(i’- I), 

(~~~(5) = CT(, sin ((~)+k~~,qH<. (27) 

The first parameter, CT<,, characterizes the magnitude of the in-plane stresses in the 
overburden at the interface level. The second parameter. cp, defines the orientation of 

these stresses with respect to the coordinate system adopted. Finally, the remaining 
two parameters, k, and k3. provide information on the prestress gradient in the 
overburden along the _Y, and _v3 directions, respectively. In geological applications the 
values of these stress gradient parameters lie in the interval [0, I]. 

In the stability analysis based on (20) attention is restricted to (sufficiently smooth) 
global-type modes zi,. Hence, one must verify that the stress state in the overburden 
is such that initiation of any local type of instability in the form of a shear band, i.e. 
faulting, is precluded. Consequently, the stability calculations will apply only to those 
stress states that satisfy the strong ellipticity condition for all the points in the 
overburden, namely (see RICE. 1976), 

L,,,~,(~)117,11,n,~/17, > 0, Vm,nE[W’(/lml/ = IIn// = I), V<i’E[O. I]. Gw 

A condition equivalent to (28) requires that the matrix L,,,,(<)~,M~ be positive 
definite for all three-dimensional unit vectors n, i.e. V nE [WI. After some straight- 
forward manipulations. this yields the following inequalities that have to be satisfied 
by L,,,,,(c) in the interval [0, I] : 

+(L,,,,(s)L-?21(5))‘~12. (29) 

Whenever these conditions, which depend on the imposed stress state on the layer, 
are satisfied, the appearance of a shear-band-type instability is excluded. The neutral 
stability curves presented in Section 4 terminate at points where (29) is first violated, 
thus signaling the onset of faulting as the dominant type of instability. 

It should also be repeated at this point that the statemenl of the stability problem 
(20). (21). (27) and ellipticity conditions (25) is valid for a wide class of constitutive 
relations, as long as these can be cast in the incremental form (2). The present choice 
of the incremental moduli, in accord with the models proposed by Rudnicki and Rice, 
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does not restrict the generality of the formulation of the stability problem given in 
this section. 

3. SPECIAL CASES 

The results of our study arc presented in the form of stability diagrams depicting 
stable and unstable regions in a plot of dimensionless wave number ((OH) versus a 
dimensionless stress (o,,/G). The curves separating stable from unstable regions mark 
the dimensionless critical wave number at neutral stability ((OH), as a function of 
the stress state imposed on the finite layer. In the absence of gravity, these curves are 
found analytically. In the presence of gravity, two such stability diagrams have to be 
presented for each given set of material properties in the overburden. The necessity of 
introducing two diagrams will become clear during the presentation of the asymptotic 
analyses and is essentially due to the presence of a gradient in in situ stress. The lirst 
diagram corresponds to a given layer thickness, i.e. to a fixed dimensionless quantity 
ApyH/G, and provides the critical wavelength L, = 2nH/(c1,H)~ corresponding to a 
known stress state in the layer. The second diagram provides the critical height of the 
layer H, = (toH), 'co. which is the height required for the stability transition of the 
finite layer at a given perturbation wavelength L = ~TI/UI. i.e. for a fixed dimensionless 
quantity Apy:‘G~j, corresponding to a known stress state in the layer. Flenceforth. 

Ap = i; -); denotes the density difference between the overburden and the substratum. 
Although the calculation of the above-mentioned stability diagrams is based on a 

numerical technique. i.e. a linite-element discretization of the stability functional in 
(20), a number of special cases can be solved analytically, thus providing valuable 
insight into the problem as well as an independent verification of the numerical results. 
The asymptotic results are derived for the two possible limiting cases for 
the wavelength of the disturbance with respect to the layer’s thickness, namely, the 
long-wavelength limit (cs>H + 0) and the short-wavelength limit (taH + x-). Each 
limit is studied for the two different stability calculations, one for the fixed over- 
burden layer height (ApyH:G = const) and the other for the fixed wavelength dis- 
turbance (A/M//G(JI = const). Finally, the stability results in the absence of gravity 
(A~KJH,‘G = A,j$/(l,:G(r~ = O), which can be found analytically. arc also presented in this 
section. 

Readers interested primarily in the numerical results of this investigation can find 
the main conclusions of this section in Subsection 3.4 and then proceed directly to 
Section 4. 

The investigation of the stability of our geological structure to long-wavelength 
perturbations yields the stability exponent along the horizontal axis of the (wH) 
versus (o,)~G) plots presented in the next section. We also construct an asymptotic 
expression for the neutral stability curves for the case of constant Apy/Gt~. The 
combined knowledge of the neutral stability curves and the stability exponent along 
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the horizonal axis (cd + 0) permit the identification of the stability regions of the 
graphs. The asymptotic expansion of the neutral stability curves, simplified for the 
special case of a linear elastic response of the overburden, is discussed and compared 
with earlier results obtained by RAMBERG and STEPHANSSON (I 964). 

3.1.1. Fixed layer thickness (A[qH/G = const). The starting point for the stability 
analysis is the variational formulation (20) of the problem, with the incremental 
moduli of the overburden Lilkl given by (21)~(26) and the corresponding stresses by 
(27). For simplicity, the small parameter G = CDH is introduced, which permits (20) 
to be rewritten as 

(30) 

An inspection of f30) suggests the following asymptotic expansions for Ut, U3 and A 
in terms oft: 

A = 8‘ ‘A_ [ +A,+eA, +@(&q. (31) 

Note that the stress components and the incremental moduli depend on the vertical 
position [ in the overburden [see (21)-(27)]; however, they are independent of the 
dimensionless parameter E. 

Various choices are possible to fix the amplitude of the eigenmode iii; the following 
nosmahzation condition is assumed : 

(32) 

Substitution of the asymptotic expressions (3 1) into f30), subsequent expansion in 
terms of ascending powers of c and grouping of terms of the same order in E results 
in the following expression for the term of lowest order: 

Upon ~~tegratjo~ of (33) by parts, and In view of the arbitrariness of c~U,@) and 
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dl:2(<). one arrives at two two-point boundary-value problems. The first of the two. 
corresponding to (iL’,(<). is 

The constant c has to eq~tal Lcro. since L , ,:,(,‘) diH‘et-s from zero [the overiurden is 

assumed to be in the elliptic rang. see (29)]. C‘onsequontly. one finds that c’,(z) is a 
,I 

constant. dcnotcd here by I. , . and the complete solution of (34) t-cads 

ii,,(c) = t’.:. V’E[O. I]: A ,;‘T, = 0. (35) 

The second two-point value problem, corresponding to cil’,(<) in (33). is 

The differcntiul equation (X3), implies that dL;l(<):d,l = q L222(<), Note that 

L____ ,717 differs from zero in view of the ellipticity condition (29), while the two 

ho~tndar~ conditions (3h)? i dictate the \aluc of the constant c to be .~;~,qH~~~(l) = 

(iill/+ A ,): ,(O). IJpon integration of d;‘:I “1; o\‘er the intetxtl [0, I]. one obtains 

Stability depends on the sign of the real part of A ,. which we now determine. Fol 
the case in which material in the overburden k heavier than that in the substream 

( ;I > 1;). one distinguishes. according to the results in (35) and (37). the following two 
GISCS : 

i 

,s = I : f’&(<, = 0. 
d;l;l(,) (’ 

d,’ 
= L_,__(,_). V’E[O. I]: 

I 
!\ = 0: l’.,(4) = ;‘:,. tl:g<, = 0, V<E[O, I]; A , = 0. (38) 

\chcrc c is not~cro if thcrc is erosion (,c = I ), otherwise 1’!, # 0. The physical interpret- 
ation of the above stability rcsull is stlaightforwat-d. When erosion is accounted for 
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(s = I), the stability to long-wavelength peturbations depends on the stress state in 

the top layer, as can be seen from (38). From (21) and (27). it is known that the 

modulus LIzI = 6P2222+~gH(1 -4) ; and since LZ’;412z2(t) > ;gH4. for the constitu- 

tive models considered here, one easily verifies that ;gH si L2?:2(c) d< < I. This line 
of reasoning leads to the conclusion that A_, > ApgH > 0. The other possibility 
given in (35) is that A, = 0 and thus justifies the choice made in (38). 

We conclude that the layer of finite thickness, for the case of erosion on its top 
surface. is unstable with respect to long-wavelength perturbations regardless of the 
prevailing stress state. This situation is easily interpreted as the well-known instability 

of an interface between two fluids if the heavier (of density i) lies on top of the lighter 

one (of density i). 
In the absence oferosion on the top surface (s = 0). one sees from (38) that A , = 0. 

The second possibility indicated in (37) (A , = -i;yH < 0) implies a smaller real 
part for A ,, thus explaining the choice made in (38). The determination of the 
overburden stability will therefore require finding the first nonzero term in the expan- 
sion of A in (31),. To this end, one notices from the structure of (30) that the odd 
terms in the (: expansion of CJ, and the even terms in the c expansions of ci2 and of A 
are 7ero : 

211 I 3 
b’, ([) = b’?(t) = A,, = 0, V’kc: N. (39) 

The first term that could provide information on the stability of our system with 
respect to long-wavelength perturbations and in the absence of erosion is thus A,. We 
now proceed to its determination. From the inclusion of (39) in the asymptotic 
expansions (31) and their subsequent substitution into (30). one obtains for the next- 
order term 

(40) 
Upon integration of (40) by parts, and in view of the arbitrariness of ou2(& one 

obtains the following differential equation and boundary conditions : 

L 
dD’z _L 

222’ dt 
22, , b, = &HFJ, +~I~~H&, c = 0. (41) 

After simplification, these equations read : 

I 0 I 0 
L 22’:(t) 

dl!J?(i’) 
y - -L22,,(C)U, = 0, VCE[O, I]; U,(O) = -g u,. 

d< 
(42) 

P 
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Continuing in a similar way with the P’(l) term of the asymptotic expansion of (30), 
we obtain 

(“(I): -L,,22 

+ (i;g&+A, b,)fiU, r 1 = 0, (43) 
g=0 

which in view of the arbitrariness of S U, (4) gives, upon integration by parts, 

L12 ,‘b = A, Ll,, 4 = 0. (44) 

The above system is of the form -d,f’/d< +y = 0 for t E [0, 11, with ,f’(O) = u and 
,/‘(I) = h. To permit a solution, the function ,4(c) and the scalars u and h have to 
satisfy the compatibility condition j;j ,q(g) d< = h-r/. Consequently, from (44) and 
(42). one obtains 

(45) 

if one uses the fact that b, differs from zero [see (38)] for s = 0. 

We have in (45) an expression for the leading term of the asymptotic development 
(31),, whose sign determines the stability of our system with respect to long-wave- 
length perturbations in the absence of erosion. A physical interpretation of the integral 
in (45) can be given for the case of plane-strain uniform stretching of the overburden 
under plane-stress conditions (i.e. I??? = 0). In such a case (2), gives I?, , = E,zi,~,. in 
which E, E L, , , , -L, ,21Lz2, ,,IL____ ,?,, is the tangent modulus relating the first Piola 

Kirchhoff stress rate to the corresponding strain rate in the direction of stretching. 
This modulus is in fact the integrand of (45). For the uniform stretching case at hand, 
the integral (s:, E, d<) in the right-hand side of (45) thus represents the slope of the 
force displacement response of the layer. Obviously, in the absence of gravity. stability 
is ensured for positive slope, I;, E, d< > 0, as one can see from (45). We thus conclude 
that, in the absence of erosion (s = 0), as long as the slope of the forceedisplacement 
curve for the plane-stress uniaxial stretching of the layer is larger than the lithostatic 

./ h 
pressure at the interface [for (p/p) 2 I]. the overburden is stable with respect to long- 

wavelength perturbations. 
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ellipticit), in the overburden, which implies that the moduli 2, ‘?, and E2222 differ from 
0 0 

zero, permits one to deduce from (49) that U, and U1 are constants : 

::,cf, = t’:,. Lf,(<, = ;‘y v;E [O. I]. (50) 

The asymptotic expansion of (46) is continued to the next term C (:I ‘) using the 
results (50) : 

Here again. (5 I) yields tw:o Iwo-point boundary-\,aluc problems as soon as the arbi- 
trarincss of (ir’,(<) and (ic:l(;) is accounted for. The first problem. corresponding to 
Or:,(<). i\ 

0 I/ 
Given the fact that L, “, = I ~I ?I 2 [see (2 I ) and (47)] and that both moduli differ from 
KI-o because of the condition of strong cllipticity (XI), (52) simplifies to 

dC!,(,) 

d< 
+ i:, = 0, V’E[O, I]: /I,,::, =o. (53) 

The second two-point boundat-~;-~ulue problem extracted from (5 1 ) and correspond- 
ing to ;iC:,(,‘) t-cads 

(54) 

This is further simplified to 
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As before. stability depends on the sign of 

obtained from (53) and (55). For a substratum 

two cases are distinguished depending on the 
analogous to the derivation of (38) : 

.Y = I : &(<, = 0, 

.Y = 0: E:,(i) = ii,, 
The physical interpretation of 

always unstable with respect to 

the largest possible real part of A,, 

lighter than the overburden (l > i) 
erosion condition in a way that is 

APg 
V<4[0, I]; A,, = , 

<!I 
(56) 

v (E [O. I] ; A,, = 0. 

the above result is that the geological structure is 
long-wavelength perturbations, regardless of the 

prevailing in .ritu stress state, if the erosion condition is imposed on the top surface of 
the overburden (s = 1). In the absence of erosion (s = 0), higher-order terms in the 
expansion of A are needed to determine the stability of the overburden. To this end. 
one has to consider the next order term in the expansion of (46) : 

L(” 
h + p?! :I, + us iI2 su, +A, &a, = 0. (57) 

OJ tc) 1 1 ;= 0 

AS expected, two systems of differential equations and boundary conditions are 
associated with the terms 6(/,(t) and 6U3(Q. The system corresponding to 61/‘,(t) is 



A nontrivial solution for i?, has to satisfy the conl~dtibility condition discussed after 
/ i, 0 0 

(44). If such is the case, (58) and (55), imply that dO,/di_ = (L2?, I,:L,22z)L’, for s = 0, 

and one obtains 

(59) 

This result has an interpretation similar to the one given for (43, which was 
obtained for a constant value of ApgH/G. The right-hand side of (59) is the negative of 

the tangent modulus E, = L,, , ,--L, ITzLL21 ,; L-7,? of the uniaxial force~displacel~e~it ____ 
response. Hence, for a stress state corresponding to a displacement prior to the 
maximum load. E, is positive and the geological structure is stable with respect to 

long-wavelength perturbations. Conversely, negative values of Et imply instability. 
The absence of an integral on the right-hand side of (59), in contrast to (4.5). is due 

to the c-independence of 2 ,,i,. Notice also the absence of gravity effects in the present 
case of fixed perturbation wavelength (Apy/Gt~ = const). as opposed to the case of 
fixed layer thickness (APYN/G = const). 

3.1 .3. Ncutrrd sfuhilifl~ ~‘EII’~Y~.~ (Ap,g/Gw = const). The results obtained thus 
tirr determine the stability of points along the WH = 0 axis in the cuH vs rs,,jG 
stability diagrams. Given the interest in the boundary between the stable and 
unstable regions in these diagrams, i.e. the critical wavenumber (CD,) curves for 
Af)$/lN:G = coast or the critical height (Ff,) curves for A~~~G(j~ = const, attention 
is next focusscd on obtaining these curves in the region of small tuN using the 
asymptotic technique developed above. The case A[)y/Gw = const is the easier 
of the two to investigate, since the asymptotic expression for the H,-curve can be 
obtained analytically. 

The desired curve is found in implicit form from the requirement 

Re [A(coH, a,,;G, A~~g/Gto)] = 0, where the stability exponent A is calculated from 
(20). In all our numerical calculations, which are presented in the next section. 
the boundary between the stable and unstable regions in the wF_l vs @JG stability dia- 
grams always satisfies A = 0, i.e. the critical point never corresponds to a flutter 
instabiljty. C~~l~seqLlent~y, the critical layer thickness HL can be found implicitly 
from 

A(<:, cr,,iG, Apg,:Gcn) = 0. (60) 

To avoid singular terms in the asymptotic expansions of H, as a function of 
o,,,‘G and APY/Gw, one must fix F and o,,/G and look for the E- and a,,/G-depen- 
dence of ApgiGtr, along the curve of neutral stability A = 0. By expressing 
(Apg;Gm), = ,f’(fl,,l:G, c) in an asymptotic expansion with respect to E, one obtains the 
desired critical layer thickness for any given value of the parameter Ac)yiGco. 

The starting point for the asymptotic expansion of (Ai),q;Gtu), in terms of the small 
parameter i: = wH along the neutral stability curve (A = 0) is once again (IO), where 
for convenience, the de~nitions V, = IJl;‘i: and V, zz U2 are now introduced : 



fn view of (;?f)--(26), the equations of (63) imply the following asymptotic exparrsion 
for the incrementaX moduti : 

_&ff& 82) = ~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -t- &&jf<f + SQ”). 054) 

Notice that the ij-independence of the @(i) term in the stresses impfies a sirr$ar 

independence of” the O(l) term in the expansion of the incremental moduli J&,. 
The mode normalization condition is given ~ncc again by (32), which in view 
of the new 

I? 
arametrization 

J$:V:+eW 

of the eigenmadc Vj introduced in (61), becomes 

I V 

dition f:, c, VI d< 

, j dt = 1. For simplicity, the slightly modified normalization ccm- 

= I will be employed in the rest of this subsection. 
If one substitutes the asymptotic expressions (62) and (64) into (611, expands the 

resutts in terms of ascending powers ofz and then groups the terms of the same order 
in E, one gets the fof~o~~~g res&s : for the Bfc:“’ ‘) term of {6i ) one obtains (49) once 
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more (with tf, = 0 and &: = >?. which have been shown to imply that ;‘? isconstant). 

The modified norn~ali~ation condition yields Ii’, E.Z F/Y = I which implies that :I, = I 

The next term of C (I) in (61) gives. after also taking into account that dl)‘,,‘d,’ = 0, 

0 ( I) : 

Upon integration of (65) by parts, and in view of the arbitrariness of iiV,(;) and 
0 C’?(Z), one obtains two two-point boundary-value problems. The system cor- 
responding to ii V,( <) is 

(65) 

: 
d;l-, o 

;1 = 0. 
d ;,. , 0 

,211 ‘,l fLi2,’ 2 d’ +L2,2 2 t: = 0, : = 0. (66) 

Notice. however. from (21). (63) and (64) that i,,,, = l,:,? - - &-[C+ cos ((17)1/I 

The strong ellipticity condition (19) being satisfied. we know that i , -, 2 differs from 
0 

zero and rewrite (66) in the simplified manner : L ,I,2(d%,/d<+ b,) = 0 for <E[O. I]. 
The simplified expression for (66) and its solution read 

d&((‘) 

d: 
+ ;,, = 0 Q L,.,(C) ZZ -<+ ;;,,(O). (67) 

0 

in which I’, = 1 has been used. The second problem obtained from (65) and cor- 
responding to db’,(?) is 

d o 27 dl T(C) (1 - d2 L1272 S d-<’ -L22,1 
I I 

+ = 0, V<G[O, I]: 

(6x1 
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The above system has a form similar to (44) : -df’/d<+y = 0 for 4 E [0, I] with 

f’(0) = u and ,j’(I) = h. Similarly, to permit a solution, the function y(c) and the 
scalars u and h also have to satisfy the compatibility condition I:, g(t) d< = h-u. 

Since the defiyition of the moduli (21) and the asymptotic development (63) and (64) 

indicate that L,, , 2 - L2, ?I = CT,) cos (q), one obtains from the compatibility condition 
and (67) 

Consequently. from (67)-(69), the fact that b, = I and the modified normalization 
7 

condition Ji, II V? d< = 1, which implies that j:, b2 k, = 0, yield the following result 
? 

for V:(r): 

The next term in the expansion of (61) is 

:= I 

h 
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in which the condition db,/dt = 0 has been exploited. Treating (71) like (65), one 
obtains from (71) two systems of differential equations plus boundary conditions. 
The system corresponding to (5 V, (5) is 

z 
dV, 1 dV, (1 

1221 d5 fL122, d4 fL,2,3 1 t +ii ,2,?hz=o. (= I, 

(72) 

Note that the above system has a structure similar to (44) and (68). We thus conclude 
that a solution is possible if the following compatibility condition is satisfied : 

(73) 

If such a condition is fulfilled, and bearing in mind that b2 = I, the substitution of 
(67) and (70) into (73) yields 

L L2?2?-L1,XL21, I I I I 

Consequently, one deduces from (67), (70) and (72) that 

(74) 

7 
db,(t) I 

dir = 0 
L I?!1 

+k [ -; .,e,(o)],i~~,~}. (75) 

The derivation of (75) also required the result obtained from (2l), (63) and (64) 

namely the relation t, 23, (<) - ,?, ?I ?(<) = (iG/Ap)~~,(t - I). Note also that the right- 

hand side of (75) is completely specified, since t,(c), b,(O) and y. are known from 
(70), (74) and (69), respectively. The second system obtained from (71) and cor- 
responding to 6 V?(c) is 
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d ” 

- --[I d< 1 2 0 V/i"E[O,ll, 

(76) 

Working with (76) in the same way as with (44), (68) and (72), one finds that a 
solution to (76) is possible if the following compatibility condition is satisfied : 

From (21), (63) and (64) the following equalities are established : 

The integral of (dk,/dt) that appears i; (77) is calculated once (75) is substituted 

into it. Note also the simplification: 1: I/, d< = 0, from (70). With the help of (67), 
(70) and (74). the following solution for yz is obtained from (77) : 

+; (s;y+s;;+(;y 
[ 

2 

IK 1 Fp yo . (78) 

Finally. from (62), (67) and (78) we find that the following relation between 
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(Ap~/~Gcl~),. c,>H and a,,/<; holds at neutral stability (A = 0) for small values of the 
parameter i: = c9t-I [up to I’ (C)l : 

(79) 

Note that. in view of (II), (17) and (63). (M), the normalized moduli Li,,,,;G arc 
functions of the normalized stress cs,,,‘G. As a result. the desired relation between o,,:‘G 
and ct)H at neutral stability (A = 0). which is implicit. can be solved for :I given 
Apg,(&) by any convenient means. 

The above result is considerably simplified if the top layer responds elastically, since 
/I 

in this c:lse rr,,!C; c I and L,,,,, = G:ci,,, ci,,+6,,(i,,> + [3\,;( I -2~)]ij~,ij,~,). In this instance. 
(79) yields 

At neutral stability. that equation tells us that the critical stress, (g,,),, for the onset 
of buckling of an elastic beam resting atop a fluid bed is 

if we set the stress orientation angle cp to xro. In the absence of erosion (x = 0). we 
find that (80) is equivalent to Equation (9) of the paper by RAMBERG and STI:PHANSSON 

(1964). Interestingly enough, these authors traced the original publication of this 
result to the beginning of the century [SMOLUCHOWSKI (1909); see RAMBERG and 
STEPHANSSON (1964) for further reference]. 

The derivation of (80) for the particular case of an elastic overburden. holds for 
perturbations with small wave number. The equation is thus valid only neilr the origin 
of the stability diagrams. Nevertheless. it will prove useful in the discussion of Section 
4. since the neutral stability curves in the compressive range often lie in that region 
of the stability diagrams. For that rexon. and in view of the simplicity of (80) 
compared to (79). ;I brief discussion of the case of an overburden with an elastic 
response is appropriate. In the absence of erosion (A = 0). the two terms present on 
the right-hand side of (80) are negative and have ;I dominant contribution for either 
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large or small values of UH. There thus exists an absolute-value minimum compressive 

stress CT,,, , which is given by 

If go > n,nr we should expect stability in the compressive range of deformation for 

any adequately small wH in view of the stability of the system to perturbations of 
infinitely long wavelength. provided the redistribution condition does not apply [see 
discussion after (59)]. Since this result was obtained for a fixed wave number ~1, 
overburdens compressed by a stress larger than g,,, are stable regardless of their 

thickness. 
The introduction of erosion changes this picture completely. For .r = 1, the two 

contributions on the right-hand side of (80) are of a different sign. The stress (go), 
changes sign for some critical value of toH. There therefore exists no maximum in the 
compressive stress, in contrast to the case in which there is no redistribution at the 
top surface. The stress changes sign for the critical height : 

We have already learned [see discussion following (56)] that in the presence oferosion. 
the system is unstable with respect to perturbations having a vanishing wave number. 
The minimum layer thickness for stability under no lateral stress (a(, = 0) is provided 
by (8 I). Comparing the results obtained here for a system at neutral stability with or 
without erosion. we conclude that the redistribution condition is destabilizing and has 
a predominant effect on shallow overburdens. 

We now turn our attention to the short-wavelength limit for constant values of 
Ap,yH/G and Apg/toG. In the latter case, we establish a link with the analysis of 
TRIANTAFI’LLIDIS and LEHNER (1993). which was concerned with the interfacial insta- 
bility between two half-spaces. 

3.2. I. Fi.wd Iqyer ~llickness (ApyHiG = const). The starting point for our study of 
stability with respect to disturbances whose wavelength is much shorter than the 
height of the overburden is again the variational formulation (20). For reasons 
that will become apparent below, the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations and 
boundary conditions are needed : 

(82) 
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A new definition for the small parameter, E = I ;caH, has been introduced here. Notice 
from (G-(84) that the highest-order derivatives are multiplied by the small parameter 
(C << I) which suggests the existence of a boundary layer in the system’s solution. The 
eigenmode vector C!,(<. ::) is expected to decay exponentially away from the interface 
(< = 0). since. according to (84), these are the boundary conditions that involve the 
desired stability exponent A. A standard WKB asymptotic expansion [see, for 
example, BENDER and OKSZAG (1978)] is the analytical tool of use in this case. 
According to such an expansion. 

The boundary condition ,)i(O) = 0. VIE N should be added to (X5) for completeness. 
At this point, one should also recall the remark made in Subsection 3.1.1 according 
to which, for a fixed layer thickness (Ap~yHiG = const), the incremental moduli in 

(82))(84) depend solely on < : L,,,,, = L,,i,(<). 
Substitution of (85) into (82) gives for the lowest order in C. which is the C’( 1) term, 

two sets of equations, each consisting of two equations for the two unknowns 

by(<). (x = 1.2 ; i = I. 2). The resulting system evaluated on the interface (j’ = 0) is 

I ‘221I(O)fLZ,2,(0) 

(86) 

The corresponding C”(I) term resulting from the substitution of (85) into the boundary 
condition (84) at the interface (< = 0) is 
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0 
z a L,x,(O)~-A0 

> ( &(O)-+ L,2,2(0&7H &(O) = 0, 
1= I > 1 

0 
? 

XL ( - L&o)+;gH 
cI=l > ( b;(o)+ L12zi(o);+LI 1 1 &,o, = 0. (87) 

The leading term A, in the expansion of the stability exponent is found fro? (86) and 

(87) as follows. Equation (86) yields the following relation between U;(O) and 

&(O) : 

0 

where the z,, defined as (df,/dQ(O), are the two roots with negative real part 
[Re (‘-_J < 0] of 

The existence of roots of (89) with nonzero real part is guaranteed by the require- 
ment that all points in the geological structure be in the elliptic regime [i.e. no shear 
bands are permitted, see (29)]. The requirement that Re (z,) < 0 follows from (85) 
and ensures the decay of the eigenmode away from the interface for 4 > 0. Notice 
from (88) and (85) that 

z’: &(O) = U,(O,O); 
?= I 

i h;(o) = U*(O,O); 
x= I 

IdOf, 0 
.;, d$O)WO) = 

‘d;; 0 
E, $O)WO) = -W+I, 

Upon substitution of these results into (87), the following 2 x 2 system for ci,(O, 0) 
and Uz(O. 0) is obtained : 



are found from L,,,,,(O). i.c. the values of the incremental moduti at the interface given 
by (88) and (89). Notice thnt the stability with respect to short-wavelength interface 
disturbances. for the constant thickness cast, is independent of the density of the hall’- 

space ); and is not influenced by the stress gradients /, , and k, in the overburden. II 
both cigenvalues satisfy Re (A,,) < 0, stability with respect to short-wavelength pcr- 
turbations is ensured. 

Of interest here is the fact that for A,, = 0 the condition Det (S$) = 0 in (91) gives 
the relation that the incremental moduli have to satisfy for a stress-induced surface 
buckling at < = 0 ~f%tOT, 1965). 

3.2.2. ~f~~tzlrl~(lti(~lz wirh #ix-cd ~~~~~~.(~l(~~z~tl~ (A~~~/~G(~~ = constf. As for the case of the 
fixed layer thickness. the starting point for the study of the stability of an overburden 
whose height is much larger thn the cvaveiongth of the perturbation is the Euler 
Lngl-unge equations given by (EC). The new boundary conditions. valid for constant 
v;~lucs of A~,~j;Gw, read 

It follows from the definition (27) of the stresses. that for fixed ~1, the stress state in 
the layer is a function of the small parameter J: (;: = I;wH). Notice that as the layer 
thickness increases (N---f x,). the normal stress at the interface tends to infinity 

[Cafe = -i,yH = -_,qjr:to -) - x]. This singularity of the stress state at the inter- 
fact causes di~eL~lties in the ~sytn~toti~ st~ibility analysis for the determination of A. 
More specifically. it can hc shown that a rigid body mode corresponding to an 
in~~nitesim~~l rotation is the leading term in the expansion of U, as the (izl stress at 
the interface approaches intinity. To correct this anomaly and to compare the 
present asymptotic results for large overburden thicknesscs (H -+ ,;c-‘) to those of 
TIIIANTAFYI.I_IINS and LEHNER (IY93) for the gravitational instability of a solid- 
Ruid interface. the pressure in the fluid has to be changed so that a are normal 
stress at the interface is obtained. To do this, only the normal stress component 
v ,- of (17) has to be altered by adding a constant. The full stress lield now reads _. 
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The substitution of (94) in (21) and the remarks m+e about (22) and (25) that Y’!,,,, 

are bounded functions of the stresses (i.e. -I/,,,, + Yj,a, as i: + 0 or equivalently as 

IQ,,,,,) + x), yield the following asymptotic expansions for the nonzero components 
of the incremental moduli L,,,\,(t, I:) : 

I 
L III, = - 

k i&l 
I <+2 I,,, wtit I,,, (<)+C’(t3; 

c (1) 

The WKB asymptotic expansions for U, and A are similar to those of (85). Substitution 
of (85) and (95) into (82) gives, for the lowest order in c [i.e. the P(l) terms], two sets 

of equations, each consisting of two equations for the two unknowns &(t), (x = I ,2 ; 
i = I, 7). The resulting system, evaluated at c = 0, is 

(96) 

The corresponding I’( I) term resulting from the substitution of (85) and (95) into the 
boundary conditions (93) is given by 
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in which the condition o,?(O) = 0 is accounted for. The leading term A, in the 
expansion of the stability eigenvalue is found from (96) and (97) as follows. From 

(96) one gets a relation between &; (0) and &(O) (c( = I, 2) : 

-; 
;q), = ;*,;I:i!(O) ; -3, E ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~- ~- -~ ~- - ~-~ ,2?,~o~I:-_(~~/2cr~~~l-xI~~,+~,,,,~o~ 

~2,~,~~0~+~,,?~tO~)~-r-(~y/2~)(l+k,) * 
(98) 

where z7. defined as (d,;X/di:)(0), are the two roots with the negative real part 
(Re (z7) < 0) of the quartic in z7 

The requirement Re (zl) < 0 is dictated by our interest in solutions that decay away 
from the interface. However, there is no guarantee that such roots exist in the elliptic 
regime of the deformation of the overburden in view of the presence of terms of the 

type I;,q/to in (99). 
The relations (90). which are still valid in this case, are substituted into (97) to 

obtain the following 2 x 2 system for U, (0,O) and U?(O, 0) : 

h 

From (100) it follows that A,, is the eigenvalue of the matrix S,,j. It is of interest to 
note that. when A,, = 0. the condition Det (&) = 0 gives the interface instability 
condition found in TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and LEHNER (1993). It is also worth mentioning 
that in contrast to the results (91) obtained for the fixed layer thickness, the stability 

of the overburden depends on both 2; and i as well as on the stress gradient in the 
overburden h- , 
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[L2,1~-/-L2,,2][L,21,-f-z~ I,,, ]+[L,,2’+L,~,1][L,,,,+L~,2,l-t =o. ( 106) 

Notice from the linear system (105) that 

;,> = ;‘, ;r, : C’, I (:,I 
;‘, f _ 

C’,2(Iy)’ 
cl = 1,2,3.4. ( 107) 

With the help of (107). one obtains, by substituting (104) into the boundary con- 

ditions (102) and (103). the following 4 x 4 homogeneous linear system for bJ 
(2./i = 1.3.3.4j: 

M,, = L~J2’I,;~y - L22,, -A;~,. (10X) 

The desired stability exponent A is found from a nontrivial solution (b’, # 0) fol 
(10X). Such a solution implies that Dct [M,,,(A)] = 0, which after some rather lengthy 
but stl-aightfol-warms calculations. can bc cast in the equivalent form of an easily 
sol~~~blc second-order pol~,nomial in A with known coeflicicnts. Stability of the over- 
burden is implied when both eigcnvalues A have :I negative real part. 

This section was devoted to the presentation of asymptotic results obtained in tho 
long- ((IIN + 0) and short- (cuff --f ;c’) wavelength limit. In the former case and in the 
absence of erosion. WC found that the stability limit was governed by the slope of the 
force displacement response of the overburden. A slope that changes from a positive 
to a negative value implies that the system goes from stable to unstable, assuming the 
\vavclength (‘J of the perturbation is kept constant. Note however. that the same 
asymptotic analysis conducted for a constant thickness Ff of the overburden yields a 
slightly different result. A change from stable to unstable then occurs at a positive 

value of the slope of the forceedisplacement response equal to, approximately. the 
absolute value of the lithostatic pressure at the interface. Despite this small difference 
between the t\vo casts. \ve expect our geological structure to be stable in general with 
respect to long-wavelength perturbations. as long as the in .ri[u stresses lead to a 

positibc slope of the forceedisplacement response of the overburden. If the system’s 
top surface is allowed to undergo redistribution or erosion. this picture is completely 
different : the system is unstable with respect to long-wavelength perturbations regard- 
less of the prevailing i/l .situ stress condition or whether (‘1 or H are kept constant 
during the asymptotic analysis. 

These two valuable results permit one to lind the stability condition along the 
horirontal axis of the (oH versus 0,) plots presented in the next section, depending on 
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the exact nature of the boundary condition at the top of the overburden. However, 

they do not provide information on the locus of the neutral stability curves on these 

plots. Such information was obtained here, again using asymptotic methods, for long- 
wavelength (o,H + 0) and constant values ofw. Once simplified to the case of a linear, 
isotropic response for the overburden, we were able to compare our results with 
those obtained by RAMREKC; and STEPHANSSON (1964). Note also that the combined 
knowledge of the stability condition along the horizontal axis and of the neutral 
stability curves makes it possible to identify the regions of stability in the toH versus 
(T,) diagrams. 

For short-wavelength perturbations (tuH + ‘XI), we have obtained implicit 
expressions for the neutral stability exponent that will be used in the next section to 
check the validity of the finite-element approximate solution. For fixed overburden 
thickness. the condition of neutral stability coincides with the interface buckling 
criterion of BIOT (1965). For the case of fixed (11. we were also able to establish a link 
with the results of TRIANTAFYLLII)IS and LEHNER (1993). It is of note that the results 

of these two different analyses for the short-wavelength limit do differ. Only in the 
latter case (CC) fixed) did we find that the substratum density and the overburden stress 
gradient parameter /iI had an influence on the stability criterion. 

The final part of this section was devoted to the derivation of an exact analytical 
result for the stability of the structural system in the absence of gravity. This exact 
solution is compared with asymptotic and numerical solutions in the next section. 
The interest in disregarding gravity (thereby setting Apg/G(u = ApgH/G = 0) orig- 
inates from the remark that, for the physical systems of geological interest, the values 
of the two dimensionless numbers ApgjGc!) and ApgH;G are very small compared to 
unity. 

4. RESULTS AND D~scussrox 

The general problem formulation presented in Section 2 and the special cases 
examined in Section 3 are valid for any choice of constitutive equation for the 
overburden. Once a constitutive law for the top layer is selected, one determines the 
incremental moduli in (20) required for the analysis of the problem in terms of the 
known material constants. the stress state in the layer [see (27)] and the values of the 
internal variables. The Rudnicki and Rice model adopted for the present calculations 
is a finite-strain generalization-based on either flow-theory or deformation-theory ~~ 
of the pressure sensitive isotropic hardening model of Drucker and Prager. The relev- 

ance of the deformation-theory version of the model to the present work has been 
explained in Section 2. This model depends on a single internal variable. the accumu- 
lated equivalent plastic strain ;,p, which determines the size of the current yield surface. 
From the perspective of the present study. the Rudnicki Rice model has two advan- 
tages. It has all the required features for a realistic representation of the rate-indc- 
pendent, frictional, geological material of the overburden, e.g. pressure sensitivity, 
non-associated flow rule and stress-dependent hardening. At the same time, it main- 
tains a reasonable degree of simplicity. e.g. isotropy, constant friction angle and plastic 
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dilatuncy. This model was briefly described at the end of Section 2 and provides the 
functional dependence of the incremental moduli on the stress state in the layer. 

In the absence of friction. the uniaxial response of the overburden material was 
taken to be a simple piecewise power law, the choice being partly motivated by the 
possibility of comparison of the present results to those due to TRIANTAFYL,LIDIS and 
LEHNER (I 993). The relation between the accumulated equivalent plastic strain ;I” and 
the radius ,f’of the yield surface is taken to be (see Fig. 2) 

( 109) 

where the hardening exponent 777 > I, and T?. y, are the yield stress and strain, 

respectively, in a pure shear test (z! = CT!). Based on (109). the hardening and secant 
moduli /I( ;bP), II, required for the determination of the incremental moduli of 
the fow- and deformation-theory versions of the model [see (21) -(26)] assume the 
following form in terms of the equivalent shear stress T and pressure p : 
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In all the results reported here, except for Fig. 1 1, 7sy = 10 ‘E. The elastic properties 

of the overburden were taken to be constant for all calculations, with a shear modulus 
G = 4.17 x 10” Pa and a bulk modulus K = (4/3)G, which corresponds to a Poisson 
ratio v = 0.2. The friction coefficient p is taken to be in the range [0, I] while plastic 
dilatancy is disregarded (/I = 0). 

The densities of the solid overburden and the viscous half-space are taken to be 

l = 2.5 x 10’ kg mm3 and i = 2.2 x 10’ kg m 3 which represent typical densities 
for sediments and salt. The overburden thickness is varied from 10’ to 10” m, thus 

giving a range for the dimensionless parameter ApgH/G of between 7.06 x 10 -’ and 
7.06 x 10 4. If one considers disturbances with wavelengths of up to 3 x lo4 m, the 
maximum value of the dimensionless parameter Apg/Gw is approximately 3.35 x 10 ‘. 
Of course, the values of these parameters can be higher for appropriate combinations 
of lower shear moduli or higher density differences, overburden thicknesses or dis- 
turbance wavelengths. Nevertheless, the above proposed values are thought to be 

representative of the geological problems of interest. 
The numerical calculations of the eigenvalue A that characterizes the stability of the 

system are based on a finite-element discretization of the variational form of the 
problem given in (20). The interval [0, 11, which is the domain of definition of the 
unknown eigenmode whose components are U!(t) and Uz(t), is subdivided in N 
elements. The elements can be of variable thickness. This feature is dictated by the 
need for a mesh refinement near the interface (t = 0) to capture the exponentially 
decaying interface modes. For these cases of boundary-layer-type modes associated 
with high values of the dimensionless wave number (refinement is required for coH > 5 
approximately), a log-type mesh refinement is employed near the boundary 4 = 0. 
For 0 < oH < 5 a uniform mesh with N = 5 elements gives the desired stability 

parameter within an error estimated to be less than 10m3. A three node quadratic 
interpolation function is used for each of the two unknown fields U,(t) and U’(i), 
which satisfies the C” (minimum continuity) requirement for the trial fields. A three- 
point Gaussian quadrature, which integrates the element stiffness matrices exactly in 
the case of constant incremental moduli, is employed in all the numerical calculations. 

A particularly simple way ofcalculating the eigenvalue A for the discretized problem 
is possible because A appears only in terms that are evaluated on the interface. The 
discretized form of the eigenvalue problem in (20) is 

[K][U] = 0 - (112) 

where [U,] = [U,(O), U,(O)]’ is the displacement vector for the < = 0 interface and 
[U,] is the vector containing the remaining degrees of freedom. The above partitioning 
of the stiffness matrix [K] permits rewriting (112) in the form 

(113) 

from which A is easily found as the eigenvalue with the highest real part of the 2 x 2 
matrix [K’]. The determination of the neutral stability curves in the wH vs 0,/G 
diagrams is based on a simple bisection method for solving Det [K’(oH, a,/G)] = 0 
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(for real A) or Tr [K’((r,H. n,,.G)] = 0 (for complex A), in which (OH is usually held 
fixed and o,,,‘G varies. 

The results of this study will be presented in three parts. In the first one (Figs S6) 
the calculations are based on the How-theory model for which we analyse the influence 
01‘ hardening and friction on the stability of the overburden. The second part (Figs 
7 8) compares the Bow- and deformation-theories for a material with a power-law 
type uniaxial I-csponse. III the third part (Figs 9 14) the predictions are based solely 
on the dcli)rm~ltion-theory constitutive model. The influence of material parameters. 
the stress orientation angle, the stress gradient as well as the intluencc of the redis- 
tribution condition at the free SLII-I‘xc are studied in this last part. For the sake of 
completeness. results are prescntcd for negative as well as positicc values of the latcrnl 
htrcss parameter c,). although the validity of the Rudnicki Rice constitutivc model in 
tension remains an open question. 

(a) ~7oll--l/7w~l~ cYr/~~77/otio77.s : ~~/~;Y~ts o/’ pY/rit_l~. /i.ictio/7 l//7[/ /7dfv7i/?,q. WC sl1all 
begin by comparing the stabilit) results that arc predicted by ;I flow-theory \vith 
constant hardening (/I = 0.3G) and associated How-rule (~1 = /I = 0) in the abscncc 
and prcscncc of gravity_ as shown rcspccti\,cly in Figs 3 and 3. The layout of most of 
the subsequent figures will bc the wtnc as these two. The coordinates in Figs 3~ 6 arc 
the dimensionless ~\a\:c number (off and the dimensionless stress rr,,:G. The curves 
plotted correspond to ;I state of neutral stability and partition the graphs into regions 
of stability and instability as indicated bq the minus and plus signs. respecti\cly. 
Figure 1 and the insert in I-‘ig. 3 are calculated for constant \~alues of the din~ensionless 
numbers A~j,q (;(!I 01’ Alj,qH C;. As discussed at the befinning of Section 3, the ncutral- 
stability cur\,c constructed for ;I constant Ao,qH’G provides the critical WIIW number 
(fji (or, equivalently. the critical wavelength L, = 2n;q) of the perturbation that is 
acti\,atcd at II giLen stress. By considering constant values of AJJ,c,‘(;~,I, one actually 
keeps constant the L\;I\L‘ number of the perturbation and the corresponding neutral- 
stability cur\c gi\cs the critical thickness H, at \\,hich the overburden is destabilized 
1~~ ;I gin UII stress. 

-The neutral-stnbilit4 cur\cs in the absence of gra\,ity. which arc depicted by solid 

lines in Fig. 3. arc calculated using the analytical solution prescntcd in Section 3.3. 
Rc\ults for the comprcssi\e and the tensile range of deformation arc sho\~n in Figs 
j(a) and (I~). rcspecti\cl\. The prcscncc of se\~cral neutral-stability curves in thexc 
graph5 i4 dw to the existence of different modes of instability for 2 given lateral 

stress ;I phenomenon often obser& in the stability of nonlinear layered solids (see. 
for csample. DORRIS and NI:‘LI~~~~-N,~\ss~.I~, IWO: TRIAUTAtY~.I.II~IS and MnKt.i<, ig85: 
STEW. 19X6). For simplicity. only the parts of the neutral-stability curves that provide 
the smallest (in absolute value) critical stress arc depicted in subsequent figures. Notice 
that the ncLIt1-al-st~tbilit~ curccs associated uith the various modes merge for large 
enough values of(f~H, both in tension and in compression. The existence of LI vertical 
asymptote for these curves is expected from the limit analysis in Section 3.2 that gives 
the critical stress iis ffjI[ ---t + X It is found that for kalucs of (OH of the or-da- of 20 
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Stable (-) 

FIG. 3. Stability dinyrams and neutral-stability curws (solid line<), in the ahsencc ol‘gra\ity, in it space 

spnnned by the dimensionless u’avc numlxr cuH and the dimensionlw stress CJ(, G. under (a) compression 
end (b) tension. In the insert the results arc compared wth those obtained in the presence ofgrnwty \xith 

an as,! yptotic method for small ojff (dashed lines). The diamonds in the tensile regime indicate 10s 01 
clhptlclty. These curces arc based on flow theory with a hardening pxunctcl- /I = 0.36 and the nssociated 

and higher, the difference between the exact value of critical stress and the one 
obtained from the asymptotic analysis is negligible. 

As will be noted in Fig. 3(a), in the compressive regime the solid curve (y = 0) 
crosses the origin of the graph. This behaviour is to be expected since, in the absence 
of gravity and for long-wavelength perturbations, the overburden behaves like a thin 
column : the infinitely long column buckles for a vanishingly small applied compressive 
force. The same curve also has an abrupt change in its slope, as seen in the insert. due 
to the discontinuous values of the tangent moduli at the yield point of the adopted 
uniaxial stress-strain curve [see (I IO)]. For the same reason. i.e. the beam-like behav- 
iour of the overburden for long-wavelength perturbations. a finite stress is required 
for destabilization of the structure in tension. as seen in Fig. 3(b). The loss of stability 
under tension corresponds to a l~~xirnurn force in the response of the overburden to 
uniaxial plane-stress (zero stress along the ,~~-dil-ection) and plane-stain (zero strain 
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FIG. 4. Comparison. in the compressive regime. bctwccn results obtained in the absence of gravity 
(analytical method: solid lines) and in the presence of gravity (finite-element method: dotted lines; 
asymptotx analysis for coH tending to 0 : dashed lines). Results are for two values of the dimensionless 
numbers Ao,yyH’G (a) and A~JJ/,Gc~I (b). The values of these two numbers correspond to an owl-burden 
thickness of 100 and 1000 m or a waxe number of 2 x IO ’ and 2 x 10 ’ 111~ ‘, respectively. These WI-vcs 

are bawd on flou theory with a constant hardening parameter Ir = 0.3G and jt = /I = 0. 

along the +-direction), in accordance with Considkre’s principle. Further increase in 
the tensile stress will induce the development of a neck-type instability. The diamonds 
ending the neutral-stability curves in the same graph indicate the loss of ellipticity in 
the overburden material, which corresponds to the onset of faulting (deformation 
becomes localized in the form of shear bands). The stress corresponding to the loss 
of ellipticity under uniaxial plane stress and plane strain tension is much larger than 
the maximum force because of the relatively high hardening of the material (A = 0.3G) 
and the fact that a flow theory is being used in the calculations. 

Consider now the system’s response in the presence of gravity. The results in tension 
are essentially indistinguishable from those presented in the absence of gravity and 
were thus omitted. The sameness in behaviour can be explained by the negligibility 
of the normal stress added by the weight of the overburden compared with the large 
value of the axial tectonic stress u(, (of the order of the modulus of elasticity in shear) 
that is required to trigger the maximum force (necking) instability in tension [see Fig. 
3(b)]. However, there is a significant influence of gravity in the compressive range of 
deformation. as can be seen by inspection of the insert in Fig. 3(a). The dashed 
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neutral-stability curves in the insert were obtained from the asymptotic analysis for 

small wH and for constant values of ApjGw. Note that the dashed curves do not 
intersect the horizontal axis as discussed in the stability analysis for the beam resting 

on a fluid at the end of Section 3.1.2. The viscous substratum has a stabilizing influence 
in the presence of gravity for compressive deformations: the infinitely long beam 
resting on a “fluid” requires a stress of finite magnitude in order to buckle. In the rest 
of this paper the minimum (in absolute value) magnitude of this stress will be denoted 
by CJ,,, and the associated wave number by (OH),,,. 

For a compressive stress g,, larger than the minimum critical stress CJ,,,, the system 
is stable regardless of the overburden thickness. For stresses smaller than this mini- 
mum value, there are two critical values of oH that define the range of overburden 
thicknesses or disturbance wavelength for which the top layer is unstable. It is note- 
worthy that. for the values of the parameters employed in these calculations, the 
minimum stress o,,, occurs at a small value of (oH),, and thus corresponds to a “beam- 
type” mode of instability. In the rest of this paper and in the interest of simplicity, an 
instability mode with a small value of oH will be referred to as a “beam” mode of 
instability. Later on, we shall also see cases for which o,,, occurs at a large value of 
(toH),,, and thus corresponds to a “surface-type” mode. Another general remark on 
the presentation of all subsequent results is in order at this point. From here on. the 
stable and unstable regions in the figures will not be identified as was done in Fig. 3. 
Since all figures are topologically similar to Fig. 3, it is easy to identify the stable 
regions of the graphs by keeping in mind that the origin (wH, o,~/G) = (0,O) is always 
stable in the presence of gravity and in the absence of material redistribution at the 
top surface (s = 0). 

We continue the discussion of the influence of gravity by considering some 
additional information : the results of finite-element calculations. which are plotted in 
dotted lines in Fig. 4. The analytical results in the absence of gravity are represented 
by solid lines, while the results of the asymptotic analysis for small wH and constant 
values of Apg~Gw by dashed lines, as was done in Fig. 3. Results for fixed values of 
the overburden thickness are depicted in Fig. 4(a). The two values of dimensionless 
number ApyH/G correspond to layer thicknesses H of 1000 and 100 m. Note again 
that the slope discontinuity of the solid curve, corresponding to the case of y = 0. 
permits one to identify the transition between the elastic and elastoplastic responses 
of the overburden in the (oH,a,/G) space. The finite-element results in Fig. 4(a) 
show that a compressive stress in the range of the yield stress is sufficient to destabilize 
a thin overburden. As the overburden thickness increases, so too does the absolute 
value of the critical stress /Us,) (now well in the plastic range of the overburden 
response) and the corresponding wave number o,,. 

A similar trend is observed in Fig. 4(b), which corresponds to fixed values of 
the perturbation’s wave number. The calculations were done for two values of the 
dimensionless number Apg/Go: 3.53 x 10m4 and 3.53 x IO-‘, which correspond to 
wave numbers LC) : 2 x 1 O- ’ and 2 x IO ~’ mm ‘, respectively. In the former case, the 
minimum critical stress g,,, equals approximately the yield stress and is reached for 
(oH),, in the range [0.07,0.18], whereas the minimum critical stress is reached at 
(toH),, = 0.24 for the second choice of wave number. Overburden thicknesses varying 
between 35 and 90 m under a compressive lateral stress equal to the yield stress are 
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overburdens (toH 2 0.1-0.2 corresponding to H = 5OLlOO m) are destabilized for a 
compressive stress of the order of the yield stress. 

The investigations based on the flow-theory model are completed with the study of 
the influence of the hardening parameter h, which is presented in Fig. 6. The finite- 
element results, calculated here for a fixed overburden height, show a trend similar to 
the one observed for the friction coelficient : the minimum critical compressive stress 
(T,,, is only marginally affected by the hardening parameter /I in compression, whereas 
the minimum stress for instability in tension is drastically reduced as the hardening 
parameter diminishes. Again, this difference between tension and compression is 
attributed to the dominance of the geometric efrects in compression. 

Onecan thus conclude that, in thecontext offlow-theory. the friction and hardening 
parameters have little influence on the minimum critical stress u,,, in compression. The 
influence of the same parameters is significant in tension, but the minimum stress for 
the onset of instability is rather large (of the order of 0. IG. for realistic values of 11 
and ,u). Furthermore. when flow-theory is used (see RUDNIC-KI and RICE, 1975), the 
lirst instability is always found to be of a necking type in tension. while the initiation 
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of faulting is found to occur at unrealistically large stresses in both tension and 
compression. These results contradict the predictions of laboratory experiments on 
low-cohesion materials (e.g.. NETTLETON and ELKINS. 1947) and question the validity 
of flow theories for modelling the stability of a brittle layer resting on a viscous 
substrate. It is the aim of the following part of this discussion to establish a comparison 
between How and deformation theories in order to clarify this question. 

(b) C’otq~urim~ hr~t~~wn flm,- cd ~ll~fi)r.t?lrttio,t-thcnr_l~ urlcz~htions. The comparison 
between the stability predictions based on Row and deformation theories is presented 
in Figs 7 and 8. The results are obtained with the power-law hardening function given 
in (109) and depicted in Fig. 2 for several values of the hardening exponent ~1. The 
same hardening function will be employed in the rest of this paper. Values for nz of 
IO and 3 were chosen for the calculations underlying Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. respectively. 
Deformation theories are known to predict lower (in absolute value) critical loads 
than equivalent flow theories. i.e. theories with the same response to proportional 
loading. The incremental moduli of a deformation-theory are lower in a direction 
perpendicular to that of the proportional loading than the moduli of an equivalent 
flow theory with a smooth yield surface. This difference explains the lower critical 
loads usually predicted in stability calculations based on an equivalent deformation 
theory. since a sudden deviation from proportional loading is frequently the reason 
for the onset of such an instability. A reduction in stiffness in a direction perpendicular 
to that of the proportional loading is also found in a class of flow theories that exhibit 
a vertex at the current loading point of their yield surface. For the case of rock masses 
that deform by frictional sliding along a randomly oriented set of cracks or small 
faults. RUDNICKI and RK,E (1975) have shown the possibility of such a yield vertex 
and proposed a deformation theory model as a simple way to account for this etrect. 
The importance of the existence of a corner at the yield surface for the prediction of 
failure in rocks was also established in the above-mentioned work by showing that 
the proposed deformation-theory model could capture the initiation of faulting under 
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FIG. 7. Comparison between flow (dashed lines) and deformation (solid lines) theories in the absence 
(analytical results) and in the presence (F.E.M. results) ofgravity. The tensile critical stresses predicted by 
the How theory. not shown on this graph, are seven times larger than the one obtained with the deformation 
theory. The diamonds on the horizontal axis indicate loss of ellipticity for the case of the deformation 

theory. These results were derived assuming a hardening exponent m = IO and ~1 = 0.3. /Y = 0. 

triaxial states of stress---an effect which is not predicted by flow-theory. unless an 

unrealistic softening is introduced. 
Figure 7 depicts the stability results for the deformation- (solid curves) and flow- 

(dashed curves) theories obtained by the finite-element method in the presence of 
gravity and by the analytical solution in the absence of gravity. The critical-stress 
predictions of the flow-theory in tension were seven times larger than the results of 
the deformation theory and have thus been omitted. Moreover, the diamond on the 
horizontal axis indicates, for the case of the deformation theory, a loss of ellipticity 

-4 

1 
Deformatipn theory 

Apg/Gw = 3.53 lo4 

FIG. 8. Influence of the stress orientation angle cp on the smallest (in absolute value) critical compressive 
stress (r,,, required for destabilizing the system at a constant value of A{~giGtu. Comparison between the 
results ofdeformation and Row theories based on the asymptotic analysis for small coH. Note the agreement 
between the two theories for certain stress orientations. These results are derived for a hardening exponent 

m = 3 and IL = 0.3, /I = 0. 
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which corresponds to the onscl of faiilling. Notice that the tensile stress al the loss oi 

ellipticity is only slightly larser- than the tensile stress at the orlset of the neck-typo 

instability. This result suggests that the initiation of an instlthility in the tensile 

range of dcforrnation cannot be triggercd without tlulting in the ovcrburdcn. Both 

cxperinxmtal and field obscrv:~tions suggest that \uch is indeed the cilsc foi 

muitilayercd systms (e.g. VI~NIXVILLF and JACWOY. I 992). 

The ditI+crence hetwecn the stability predictions of the two theorics is also important 

in compression. despite the dominant role of the geometrical elects. The minimum 

critical stress c,,, for the deformation-the~~~~ is 50% less thun that of the Now-theory, 

bit tlw corresponding instability mode is still :i bcani-type enc. Note 21~ t1-x diiYercnt 

shape of the Ilcutl-al-stahilit!:~ilit~ curve under compression in the cast of the d~f~~rt~i~~tit~Il- 

Iheor-y. For ;I stress (5,) mallcr than fi,,, but larger than the stress associntcd with the 

loss ~~f~lli~ti~it~ in the ovurburden (at ~l~~pr~~~ii~i~ltel~ -4r, and marked by a diamond 

in Fig. 7). there mists 2 large rang0 of w;ite numbers, corresponding to various typus 

of modes. that destahili~e the system. The conditions under which instabilities with ;I 

large wave number correspond to the minimum, in absolute value. critical stress (T,~ 

will he investigated bclo~v. 

C‘oncontrnting on small values of cvN for the cilse of compression md for il hard- 

enins exponent /II = 3. wc have plotted in Fig. X the variation of (r,,, as a function of 

the stress orientation angle cp, introduced in (27). on the basis of the asymptotic 

analysis iii Section 3.1.3. Obscrvc the difference of a factor of 2 hetmvxn the values of 

c,,, predicted by the two theories for (p = - II 4. However, for stress ~~~icnt~~li(~tls 

around cp = - 713, the two theories yield similar predict~~~Ils. One possible e.~pl~lil~~ti~)~l 

is 11s follows. A ~~li-i~iti~~ii in stress ~~rie~t~lti~~ri implies a chany in e%cctive stress T md 

pressctrc /> [see (2 It] and thus ;I modification of the value of the etfective plastic strain 

that co~~trols hardening (see Fig. 1). If the permanent deformation dots not clearly 

csccod the elastic strain. the difl’ercncc between the moduli obtained using flow and 

defc~rniation theories should hc smnll and the predictions of the two thcorics should 

lx coniparablc. A second factor that could espluin the small ditYerencc between the 

tbo thcorius for certain stress orientations \vill bcconie clear at :I later stage of this 

discuxsion. 

The main conclusion drawn from the above analysis is that. according to dcthr- 

n?ation-thcor~. gcologic2i systems in cnnipr-ession suKer from structural iiistubilitics 

of :t beam-tqpc prior to but not far from lhe initiation of faulting its lateral stresses 

incrcae in Ii~~~~llitLid~. For the C:;W of tension. ;t ii~~kili~-t~p~ instability just precedes 

the faulting one for rt‘latively thin overburdens. This ohscrvation is in :qmxment with 

the result of H1r.1. and HWUIINSON ( 1975), who find the nmxinluni load instability 

prior to loss of ellipticity in unithmly strained spc35niens under uninxi:ll plant strain 

tcnion conditions. The afo~emen~ionect~~~e~~ behaviour in tension ctxscs to bc true for 

thicker layers, since in SLIC;I a cast stress gradients become important. The closeness be- 

t\\;lccn the onset of the first instuhilit> in folding or necking and the onset of faulting is. 

of course. in agrccnicnt \vith ticld obscrv2itions and mulls oflabolatory cxperimcnts. 
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I’IG. 9. Inllucncc of the hardcning exponent 111 on the results obtained with dcfwmation theor>, for a 
constant value of A~J~/H/G (a) and A(I,~,Gc~I (h). The solid curves correspond to the F.E.M. calculations 
and the dashed ones to the results of the asymptotic analysis for small values of c/b/. The diamonds lndlcate 

loss of cllipticity. For these curves. 1’ = 0.3 and /I = 0. 

proposed at the end of Section 2 in all the subsequent calculations. The results from 
our study of the influence of the overburden material properties, namely the hardening 
exponent 111 and the cohesion 1). are given in Figs 9-11. The role of the in site stress 
distribution in determining the system’s stability is discussed with reference to Figs 
12- 13, while the study of the erosion or redistribution condition at the top surface is 
reported in Fig. 14. 

The sensitivity of the stability results to the hardening exponent IH for constant 
values of the dimensionless numbers Ap,yHjG and AQCJ/UIG are depicted in Figs 9(a) 
and 9(b). respectively. This analysis is analogous to the study of the influence of the 
hardening parameter 11 shown in Fig. 6 for the case of the flow-theory. Figure 9(a) 

shows that the hardening exponent ~1 influences the stress at the loss of ellipticity in 
both tension and compression. For the very low hardening case of 111 = 10. the necking 
(maximum load) instability in tension practically coincides with the initiation of 
faulting (loss of ellipticity). The instability in compression on the other hand. is 
triggered prior to the loss of ellipticity : the magnitude of the compressive stress (T,, 
must be some 30% greater than u,,, to trigger faulting. For the higher hardening case 
of HI = 3. the loss of ellipticity requires a stress magnitude that differs significantly 
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from the one necessary for the onset of instability in either tension (maximum load 
stress) or compression (minimum critical stress). No diamonds marking the loss of 
ellipticity are shown for the case 01 = 3, since they lie outside the range of stress 
depicted in Fig. 9(a). The same trend with regard to the hardening exponent’s eRect 
on the ~[~ss-of-e~l~~ti~ity stress is found in Fig. 9(b), which furthermore shows the 
reasonably accurate predictions of the ~syn~ptotic analysis of Section 3.1.3 for small 
cctN in the compressive range. 

A second common feature of the two graphs of Fig. 9 is the influence of the 
hardening parameter 171 on the shape of the neutral-stability curve when the system is 
under compression. In contrast to the flow-theory results in Fig. 6, there is a large 
range of the dimensionless wave numbers cvl_Icorrespondillg to neutrally stable modes 
f’or values of (T,) slightly smaller than the minimum critical stress g,,,. This is the case. 
for example, for 171 = 10 in Fig. 9(a) and for III = 6 in Fig. 9(b). This feature raises 
the question of whether or not 3 beam mode of instability. which occurs at stnall 
values of cvN, will always correspond to the lowest critical stress (TV,,. To answer this 
question, we have piotted in Fig. IO the ~i~l~ende~l~e of the minimum critical stress in 
compression o!!, predicted by the ~syl?~~t{~t~~ analyses for the short-~~lv~~ength limit 
(corres~ollding to an interface type mode) and the long-~~~~elength limit (cor- 
responding to a beam-type mode). as a function of the dimensionless number Apg;~ktG. 
For a small value of the hardening exponent (II? = 3), beam modes (long-wavelength 
limit. dashed curves) always give the lowest (in absolute value) critical stress in 
compression. However, for another value of the hardening parameter (777 = 6). the 
interfacial instabilities (short-wavelength limit, solid curves) are triggered for smaller 
absolute values of (T,,,. if large enough values of Ap,yj~G’ are considered. This result, 
obtained for fixed values of the perturbation wave number (0, shows that beam-type 
modes of instability are dominant for shallow overburdens (<OH small), whereas thick 
overburdens are destabilized in a mode reminiscent of interfacial instabilities (tnW 
large). The results of this ~~l~ul~tion provide a rational basis for choosing, according 
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to the material properties of the overburden, the magnitude of the top layer’s thickness 

above which the assumption of infinite layer thickness can be safely adopted. This 

assumption, introduced for the sake of analytical tractability by TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and 
LEHNER (1993), is thus shown to be a meaningful one for overburdens with low 
hardening and for values of Apy/wG beyond a certain magnitude. 

In all the calculations reported so far. the stability of a rather cohesive overburden 
(T?/E = 10 ') has been investigated. Even though this ratio appears to be realistic for 
modelling the lithosphere (SHEMENDA. 1992), one could expect lower values of that 
ratio. Indeed, sand, which is used as an analogue material in laboratory experiments, 
has a cohesion of only a few hundred pascals (KRANTZ, 1991). Furthermore, in view 

of the dependence of the elastic moduli of sand on the confining pressure, we could 
expect a ratio t,/E as low as 10~ ‘. It is thus reasonable to conclude our material- 

sensitivity investigation with a study of the influence of cohesion on the stability 
of the overburden. The results calculated using the finite-element method for the 
compressive and tensile ranges of deformation and assuming a constant value of the 

dimensionless number ApgH/G, chosen on the basis of an overburden thickness of 
1000 m, are displayed separately in Figs 11 (a) and (b), respectively. One of the expected 
results is the shrinkage of the stability region, centred on the elastic domain, for 
diminishing values of the cohesion. However. an unforeseen result, both in tension 
and in compression, is the variation in the mode of instability corresponding to the 
lowest magnitude of the lateral stress. Indeed, a shift of the dominant dimensionless 
wave number (tuH),,, from 0.37 to 0.84 can be observed as the cohesion is reduced by 
a factor of 10 --from E x 1 O- ’ to E x 10 4. That increase becomes even greater if one 
reduces the cohesion further by half: (OH),,, takes on a value of 1.12 for a cohesion 
of 5E x 10 5. In tension, faulting in the overburden coincides with a necking-type 

instability for small values of the cohesion ; for the case of more cohesive materials, 
faulting requires stresses of larger magnitude than those leading to necking. These 
results are similar to the ones presented in Fig. 9, which illustrates the influence of 
the overburden hardening exponent uz on its stability. We explain this analogy by 
noting from Fig. 2 that a reduction in the cohesion T> leads to an increase of the 
normalized effective stress and equivalent plastic strain (with 7) = sJG). For a con- 
stant effective stress 5 and pressure p, the reduction in zY implies a displacement of 

the current position on the stress-strain curve away from the origin of the graph. 
From the same figure, one can see a similar effect if the value of 171 is increased. 

Having investigated the role of the overburden material properties, we now turn 
our attention to the influence of the lateral stress gradient in the top layer [see definition 
in (27)]. Note that for the rest of this section the value E x 10 ’ is once again used 
for the cohesion z!. This is the same value that has been used in deriving all the results 
presented in Figs 3--10. The first item studied is the influence of the lateral stress g,, 
gradient k,. The results depicted in Fig. 12(a) pertain to the compressive range of 
deformation and to two different values of the hardening exponent m, whereas those 
depicted in Fig. 12(b) are calculated for the same two values of n? but correspond to 
the tensile range of deformation. The results shown in Fig. 12(c) have been calculated 
for III = 3 under tensile conditions but for two values of the dimensionless number 
Apgll,:G corresponding to overburden thicknesses of 1 and 10 km. The first two 
graphs, which correspond to a shallow overburden (I km thick), show the weak 
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FIG Ii. I~~ll~w~e of the htrcs oricn~ntion an$c cp. according to the results of the i: E.M. analysis and for 
a constant value of ApgHiG, in compression (a) and in tension (b). In tension, there is no distinction 
between the stress at loss ol’ elliptlcity (reprcsentcd by diamonds) and the stresb at neutral btability. I’or 
three of the liw ortcntation an& studxd The del’ormatlon thcor) uas considered uith 21 hardening 

it is surprising to find that a compression in the two directions (e.g. v, = n/4) results 
in a more stable situation than in the case of uniaxial compression (q = 0) or in the 
case of in-plane compression and out-of-plane tension (rp = -n/4). This paradoxical 
result is likely to be an indicator of the limitations of our planar analysis and will only 

be resolved by a complete 3-D stability analysis. It is with this argument that we invite 
the reader to reassess with caution the comparison between the predictions ofthe flow- 
and deformation-theories for varying stress orientation angle which was presented in 
Fig. 8. 

The last item in our parametric study of the deformation-theory model is the 
influence of the erosion or redistribution condition at the free surface. This condition 
was first considered by BIOT and 01% (1965) to account for the erosion of those parts 
of the top surface that arc upheavcd and the deposition of the eroded material in the 
subsided regions. Such ;I condition leads to a mixed boundary condition between 
traction rate and displacement rate at the top surface that is expressed by ( l)3. The 
influence on stability of this “redistribution” condition. as it was named by Biot and 
Od& has already been incorporated in the asymptotic analyses in Sections 3.1- 3. The 
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FK;. 14. Influence of erosion for a constant value of AgyH’G (a) and A[&G‘uj (b). The dashed and the 
solid curves are the results of the F.E.M. analysis in the absence and presence ofgravity, respectively. The 
dotted curve is obtained from the asymptotic analysis for small toH. Note that the system is unstable, even 
in the elastic range of deformation, if erosion is accounted for. The deformation theory was considered 

with a hardening exponent n! = 3 and IL = 0.3. /I = 0. 

results on the influence of the redistribution condition on the overburden stability, 
based on finite-element calculations for a constant value of the dimensionless numbers 
ApyHjG and ApH/Gw, are depicted in Figs 14(a) and (b), respectively. The new 
information displayed here is that, with redistribution at the top, the overburden is 
always unstable for small oH, exactly as predicted from the asymptotic analysis in 
Section 3. I. More precisely, if the overburden deforms elastically, the redistribution 
condition favours the development of perturbation with wave number ccrH smaller 
than approximately 0.1. Note that the critical height (toH = 0.12) for go = 0 is the 
value predicted by (81), which was obtained with the asymptotic analysis for small 
values of toH and with the assumption of an elastic response of the overburden. If a 
lateral compression or tension is prescribed, the results of the two stability analyses, 
with and without redistribution at the top, merge for a large enough value of o)H. 

To summarize the findings of this last part of the discussion, it is found that the 
properties of the constitutive model, namely the hardening exponent and cohesion. 
play an essential role in the stability of the overburden. This influence on stability not 
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only :ttli’cts the t~ii~~i~~~~t~~i criric;tl stresses but can dso inflctcnce si~niti~~tll~l~ the 

corrcsponcting mode of instability. C‘onccrnin, ~7 the stress distribution. one can state 

that the gradient poramctcr is importunt only for thick ovcrhnrdcns, whereas the stress 

orientution an@c is important for alI thicknesses. The imposition of a rcclistribution 

condiLion at the top surface rcncters shallows o\~erburdcns unstable regardless of the 

tcclollic stress distribution. 

3 I _ C~N~~.USIONS 

The aim of this work has been to invcstipate the st;tbilit> of a prestresscd solid 

lay, compc3sed of ;I cohesiw fri~ti~)li~~l m~t~crinl. resting atop of a viscoclastic half- 

space of lo~cr density. The novel elemcnis introduced in this study pertain to 111~ 

choices of geometry :~nct matcri;tl properties for the overburden : it has :t finite thick- 

noss and is modellcci asa strain-rate independent. elastoplastic maLerid. The relaxation 

time of the substrate introduces ;I natural characteristic time into the problem, which 

is iimi in the stabilit), analysis. 

This stud! is an extension 01‘ rccont work by TRIAUT.~I,YI.I.II)IS and LEHNI:H (1993), 

who inccstigtcd the stability of the interface between the prestrcsscd, infinite solid 

resting atop of ;I fluid half-space of diKerent density. It was found that. because of 

lhc stilf’ncss of the solid layer. stiinll pcrlurbaiions will al~2qs tiavc ranges ol‘ wave- 

lengih for which their amplitude decays. This feature. coupled with the finite thickncsb 

of thy ~3~~t-b~1~~~13. results in the p~~ssibilit~ of \tablc ~~ll~~Ltt-~t~i~~i~s in the prcscnt 

i~i~~~ti~~t~i[)ll, i.c. ~(~ll~~itt-~tli~~~i~ for w%ich any stm~ll disturbance ciccnys. This bchav- 

iour is ol‘coitrsc in conlt-;tsl to all previous ~~nalyscs nftw- or niultitaycreci viscoetnstic 

solid systems based 011 Biot’s :tpptwach [see f%OT and Oni: ( 1965) Ihr a review]. These 

;inal~ses Id to the conclusion that a densit)- contrast atone is sulicient to ensure the 

growth ofanq per~urbation rogardlcss of its \bavelength. For such viscoclastic models. 

it ~2 ;~tr then neccssar~ to compare the rate of growth of the fastest perturbation to the 

I;IIC 01‘latcral uxtcnsion or compusion ol‘the geological formution to identify stable 

cc~nligulations. 

Owing to Ihc existcnco of strehs gradients in the finite overburden. which arc 

inevitable in the prcsencc of gravity. no rrcneral analytical solution 10 the linearized 

stahiiit> prnhlcm is possihlc. A str~ti~ll~f~r~~~tt-~ ~~llitc-~letnet~t tcchniyuc is thus the 

nttma+al mc~hod of&&cc in ait the calculations for ~he resulting eigcnvaluc problem. 

An asymptotic analysis for both small and large ~nlucs of the dimensiontcss per- 

turba tion WIVC nm1bcr cs)H has been pcrfot-me&, where 1:) is the perturbation wave 

nt~rrtb~ and If the overburden thickness. The stnali and large v~~lues of the dimen- 

sionlehs \~a\ c number correspond to hewn- and intct-face-type modes. respccti\ely. 

T~CXZ asymptotic a~~alyses provide valuable insight into the behaviour of the system 

2s well as an euccllent wzrification tool for the numet-ical algorithm. As it turns out. 

the asymptolic results, tog&cl- \\,ith the analytical solution for the case ofzcro gravity. 

probidc most of the information required for the range of interest of the parameters 

in the probtcni. 

The consideration of frictional materials in the present study protiuccs asymmetric 

stability opcr-ators. This asymmetry raises the possibility of complex eigcnualucs, 
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which correspond to flutter at the point of neutral stability. However. the existence 

of such instabilities has never been detected in laboratory experiments, nor inferred 
from field observations. In fact, only real stability exponents are encountered in all 
the calculations reported here. The reason is to be found in the spectrum of the 
discretized system’s stability matrix. In the absence of friction, the stability operator 
is symmetric and the stability parameters A are the two-in general distinct --real 
eigenvalues of a symmetric 2 x 2 matrix. In the presence of friction, the corresponding 
2 x 2 stability matrix is asymmetric but not sufficiently perturbed from its symmetric 
counterpart in the absence of friction as to produce complex eigenvalues. For the 
range of friction coefficients measured in the geological materials of interest, the 
resulting perturbation of the initially symmetric operator leaves the two eigenvalues 
A far enough from each other and hence real. 

The main conclusion of this paper is the strong dependence of the stability behaviout 
of the system on the details of the constitutive model adopted for the overburden. 
This conclusion is in contrast with the one reached by studying viscoelastic models : 
there, the geometry of the system and the density contrast determine the stability 
conditions (RIOT and OI%, 1965). We have found that the friction parameter, whose 
introduction destroys the symmetry of the stability operator, has less influence than 
the cohesion and hardening of the overburden on the results of the stability analysis. 
If the hardening or cohesion are decreased, a reduction in the magnitude of the 
minimum stress for the first instability in both tension and compression is observed. 
Additionally, the initiation of faulting in extension is favoured and the critical wave 
number in compression increases. In some instances, this shift in the wave number 
can be such that interfacial-type instabilities occur at a lower lateral stress magnitude 
than the beam-mode ones. It is in such cases that the assumption of an infinitely thick 
top layer. adopted by TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and LEHNER (1993). is,iustitied. 

Another consequence of the importance of the constitutive behaviour of the top 
layer is reflected in the difference between the predictions of the two descriptions 
of the rate-independent response of solids considered here, namely the flow- and 
deformation-theory models. Deformation theories used in stability and bifurcation 
analyses arc known to account for the reduced stifrness normal to the proportional 
loading directions found in rocks. which arises from the presence of randomly oriented 
cracks or small faults (RUDNICKI and RICE, 1975). The magnitude of the critical stress 
at the first loss of stability is consistently smaller for deformation than for flow 
theories, in both the tensile and the compressive range of deformation. Furthermore, 
concomitance of structural instability and faulting in the tensile range of deformation 
is predicted by the deformation theory. This last result appears to be in agreement 
with field observations [see VENIXMI.LE and JACKSON ( 1992) for a discussion]. 

The results of BIOT and 01~3 (l965), concerning the influence of a redistribution 

condition at the top surface. have been extended here to the case of frictional materials 

in the o\,erburden. It is found that the erosion of material from uplifted regions and 
its redeposition in subsiding regions render shallow overburdens always unstable, 
regardless of the prevailing tectonic stress. 

The present results should also contribute to a better understanding of laboratory 
experiments, conceived as analogue models of geophysical two-layer systems. Fat 
example. the role of hardening. as revealed by the results of our stability analysis. 
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provides a deeper insight into the interpretation of some of the results obtained 
recently by SHEMENDA (1992) with a two-layer model of the oceanic lithosphere. It 
appears from the results presented by Shemenda that buckling is initiated in an 

elastoplastic layer at a compressive stress that lies below the maximum strength of 
the analogue material. Furthermore, initiation of faulting is observed only after 
buckling has stared to develop. These results are similar to the predictions of the 
present stability analysis. 

A second type of analogue test of interest is provided by sand-box experiments. 
Granular materials have long been recognized as excellent analogue materials for 
scdimcnts of their ability to develop faults. Early experimental work with granular 
material to model the initiation of Cdulting above rising salt domes includes the study 
~~~NETTI.E~ON and ELKINS (1947). A comprehensive review of the application ofsand- 
box experiments to the study of faulting is found in MANDL’S book (1988). In 
experiments where the deformation is heterogeneous as a result of boundary-condition 
effects, such as spatially varying sedimentation, the details of the constitutive behav- 
iour of the analogue materials are likely to be unimportant in determining the system’s 
kinematic response and the position of the first set of faults. However. if the het- 
erogeneous deformation results from the development of a structural instability, one 
should expect the properties of the analogue material to be key parameters in the 
experiments. For example. we have seen in this study that the existence of a yield 
vertex was an important aspect of the material description. Sedimentary rocks accon- 
modate part of the deformation by slip along small faults or cracks. justifying the USC 
of a deformation theory in our stability analysis to model the yield vertex. The question 
remains whether or not analogue materials have a similar feature. It is known that 
sand deforms in an heterogeneous manner, by isolated local failure prior to maximum 
load (ARTtIuR 1’1 L/I.. 1977). Such a prcf’ailure deformation mechanism has been 
modelled as slip along distributed defects whose growth and interaction were respon- 
sible for localization of the deformation and ultimate Pdilure of the specimen (SW and 
HOIIRI. 1989). It remains to be determined whether such a deformation mechanism 
can result in a plasticity model with a vertex at the loading point on the yield surface. 
Such questions, concerning the similarity ofdeformation mechanisms and ofnonlinear 
material properties between analoguc and natural materials, could become important 
once experimentalists are able to determine with sufficient accuracy the stress dis- 
tribution in the brittle layers of their laboratory experiments. At that time, no doubt, 
they will try to compare their predictions with the it7 situ stress conditions in the 

Earth’s crust. 
Despite the simplicity of the geometry of our model, only the stability. with respect 

to small perturbations, of a perfect interface between finite overburden and semi- 
infinite substratum could be studied. The geological problem of interest presents a 
number of features, which. although important for an accurate description of the 
physical problem. have not yet been incorporated in the present study in order to 
limit its analytical complexity. However. it is clear that the present study should bc 
extended substantially along the following lines. 

First, an analysis similar to the one presented here is needed to quantify the influence 
on stability of the thickness of the substrate. This influence is known to be important 
for ratios of overburden to substrate thicknesses larger than 0. I, in the case of 
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viscoelastic layered systems (BIOT and 0~6, 1965). Furthermore, this first extension 
of the present work is a prerequisite before starting a series of nonlinear stability 
analyses which are necessary for assessing the validity of the linearized approach 
used here. This second step of post-instability modelling, obviously to be based on 
numerical methods in view of the large nonlinear deformations involved, would 
identify the conditions that control the evolution of the instability towards diapirs 
(e.g. salt domes), or towards stable finite-amplitude disturbance (e.g. salt pillows). 
Initiation of faulting in the overburden during the rise of the dome could then also 
be studied numerically [see LEROY et ul. (1989) for further discussion]. Finally, the 
three-dimensional character of gravitational instabilities will have to be accounted 
for. A 3-D linearized stability analysis will shed light on the geometry of rising domes 
that vary from elongated to circular structures, when seen from the top. This 3-D 
analysis is also required to pursue further the comparison between the initiation of 
structural instabilities, so far modelled in 2-D, and the initiation of faulting, which 
has been studied for general 3-D deformation conditions. Although the 3-D stability 
of certain geological structures can be determined by superposition of 2-D results, as 
was done some years ago by BWT (1966), this approach depends on the condition of 
transverse isotropy with respect to the vertical axis. This condition, ofcourse, is ruined 
as soon as one allows a difference between the in situ stress gradients in the two 
horizontal directions. 
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